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INTRODUCTION - Reasons for Constructing a Chamoru Theology 

As the Executive Secretary (Registrar) of the Contractors License Board, | 

manage the Agency by licensing and regulating Guam contractors as well as providing 

consumer protection for homeowners as the watchdog of the construction industry. 

I personally love the challenges and intricacies of the construction industry especially 

the actual constructing or remodeling of houses and hotels. With my diversified 

background in construction, civil engineering, law and pastoral theology, I truly want 

to construct a local Chamoru Theology with liberation context for my family, relatives, 

and friends to follow, enjoy and relate spiritually and pastorally. 

Another reason why | want to construct a Chamoru Theology, is to further 

research and expound on Richard Shewman’s, "Constructing a Spirituality of the 

Marianas” with a local Chamoru viewpoint and experience. His study is excellent in 

understanding and contributing to a Marianas spirituality through the Whitehead's 

model for pastoral reflection and Schreiter’s model for constructing a local theology 

(Shewman, p. 3-4). Schreiter’s model is the basis of my project so that | may be able 

to construct a Chamoru theology basically for my family, relatives and friends, 

especially the faithful indigenous Chamorus. 

Still another reason why | want to construct a Chamoru Theology with 

liberation context is to relate and hopefully open the "doors to the sacred” (Martos, 

1991) for the faithful Chamorus. The sudden growth, modernization and development 

of Guam and the churches have impact the faithful Chamorus in their lives, stories and 

experiences. As for the liberation context, the Chamorus in Guam have empathy and 

close relationship to Third World countries in terms of oppression and colonialism by 

First World countries such as Spain, United States and Japan. Thus, the liberation 

theology being appropriate for oppressed and colonized Third World countries is also 

appropriate for Guam and the indigenous Chamorus even though Guam is an 

Unincorporated Territory of the United States. As a matter of fact, Guam is still 

struggling and fighting for its self-determination quest as a Commonwealth still not 

approved by the United States Congress and President.  



CHAPTER 1. DEFINITION AND PERSPECTIVES 
OF A CHAMORU THEOLOGY 

The question of just, "What is a Chamoru theology?” is a good question because 

there is a need to create or construct a local theology for the Chamorus in Guam. 

Constructing or creating a local theology is similar to constructing a home for a family 

or individual. With this similarity and my diversified background in construction, civil 

engineering and pastoral theology, there is a great challenge for me to construct a 

local theology for my family, relatives and friends. 

Before defining Chamoru theology as a whole, it is necessary to define the word, 

“theology” first then define the word, “Chamoru” afterwards. Theology is the study 

of the nature of God and religious truth, according to the American Heritage 

Dictionary. A Chamoru is one who is born on Guam whose parental lineage is of 

Chamoru descent extending to several generations ago, according to the Chamoru 

Language Commission. Thus, Chamoru theology is the study of God localized for the 

indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in Guam. 

As for the perspectives of Chamoru theology, the realization of this theology having 

“context, interests, relationships of power special concerns” is pertinent for 

constructing a Chamoru theology as well as its perspectives (Schreiter, Constructing 

Local Theologies, p. 4). The contexts of this local theology are as follows: (1) The 

social perspective of the Chamorus regarding their faith in God is very evident in 

fiestas (celebration in honor of God or saints), gupot baptismo (celebration of the 

baptized infant or individual), fandangos (celebration in honor of the married couple) 

and other religious celebrations; (2) the economic perspective of the Chamorus 

relating to God is evident in donating or sharing their wealth to their respective village 

churches or parishes and families or relatives too; and (3) the political leaders of the 

Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches having inaugural or political events 

celebrated with mass so that God will bless them.  



ine concerns and interests of the Chamoru theology are as follows: (1) the big 

concern of the Chamorus regarding their faith in God is the importance of the dead 

being buried near the home, rosaries before and after the burial, and multitude of 

people attending masses for their dead on All Soul's Day; (2) the bigger concern of 

the Chamorus regarding their faith in God is the importance of food for an island 

community to survive whereby sharing it among the islanders is very pertinent; (3) the 

utmost concerns of the Chamorus relating to God is the family and clan being the 

central part of their lives and culture (Shewman, p. 6-7). 

The relationships of power in the Chamoru theology are as follows: (1) the clerics are 

very important in the spiritual formation of the Chamorus with the Archbishop, priests 

and deacons in a triangular relationship as clergies; (2) the religious orders of the 

brothers and nuns are the next important group in the spiritual formation of the 

Chamorus; and (3) the lay-people who are not clergies or in the religious order but 

they are important as families and clans of the Chamorus. 

The special concerns of the Chamoru theology are as follows: (1) the localization of 

Guam'’s theology being overcome or oppressed by Spanish and American Theologies 

through the americanization or westernization,; (2) the colonization of Guam by the 

United States, Spain and Japan with colonial or superior mentality that dehumanizes 

the Chamorus; and (3) the Spanishization, Americanization, and Japanization of the 

Chamorus without the utmost concern of the Chamoru people, culture and traditions. 

 



CHAPTER 2. DEFINITION, APPLICABILITY AND 
PRACTICALITY OF LIBERATION THEOLOGY 

Liberation theology is the practice or process of liberation for the poor and oppressed 

people through Christ the people’s liberator from sin (ultimate root of all injustices and 

oppression), desired social changes (justice and liberty) and liberation of history for 

one’s destiny as brothers and sisters (Gustavo Gutierrez, A Theology of Liberation, p. 

36-37). Closely associated, the meaning of liberation theology is, "reflecting on the 

basis of practice, within the ambit of vast efforts for the poor and their allies, seeking 

the inspiration of faith and gospel for the commitment to fight against poverty and for 

the integral liberation of all persons and the whole person.” (Leonardo and Clovodis 

Boff, Introducing Liberation Theology, p. 8). Yet another perspective, a feminist 

theology of liberation is very concern for women in order to “remain concrete and 

open to further analyses and refinements with the particular tragedy or human 

existence - the dangerous memory of despair, barrenness, suffering and with the 

particular moments of liberation - the equally dangerous memory of historical 

actualization of freedom and community.” (Sharon D. Welch, Community of 

Resistance and Solidarity, A Feminist Theology of Liberation, p. 92). 

Is liberation theology applicable to Guam, Chamorus and its theology? Although 

Guam is an Unincorporated Territory of the United States of America (a First World 

Country), this island is more characterized as a colony because Guam has been 

conquered and colonized by the Spanish, American and Japanese with Americans still 

colonizing the Chamorus. As a matter of fact, Guam is still under a colonial s ystem 

of the United States because the people of Guam never had true self-determination 

of its political status which is why Guam is now pursuing the quest for 

Commonwealth as a new political status. This status will make Guam closer to the 

United States with more political and economic autonomy. 

As a colony of the United States, Guam is therefore oppressed just like the Third 

World Countries. Examples of Guam as an oppressed island or U.S. Territory are as 
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follows: (1) Chamoru language was not allowed or spoken previously at schools and 

work places but now it’s accepted and allowed for cultural preservations; (2) Chamoru 

students were fined momentarily (five to ten cents) if they spoke the Chamoru 

language during my school days (1953-1966) but now there are no fines; (3) 

Chamoru culture was subservient to the conquerors’ or colonizers’ cultures (Spanish, 

Japanese and American) but now it’s more equitable; (4) Guam governors were 

appointed by the U.S. President from 1950 to 1970 but now they are elected by the 

people of Guam from 1970 to the present; (5) military commanders of Spain, Japan 

and United States previously ruled Guam as dictators from Magellan's time (1521) to 

1950 just like the dictators of Third World Countries; (6) Guam has an Organic Act 

enacted by U.S. Congress in 1950 to grant citizenship and establish a democratic 

government with three branches - Executive, Legislative, and Judicial but no Guam 

Constitution by the people of Guam up to the present time; (7) people of Guam still 

can’t vote for U.S. President and Vice-President; and (8) many, many oppressive 

incidents against the Chamorus which are just too numerous to mention. These 

oppressive incidents against the Chamorus relate theologically with liberation theology 

Just like the oppressed Third World Countries. However, Guam’s economy has fared 

strongly from a barter system to a U.S. military dependency and finally to a tourism 

dependency under U.S. capitalism and free market system. Therefore, the liberation 

theology initiated in Third World Countries is very much applicable to the island of 

Guam and Chamoru theology based on oppression but not on poverty because of its 

strong economy similar to the United States. 

Is liberation theology practical for the island of Guam, the Chamorus and its theology? 

Liberation theology is practical for the island of Guam, the Chamorus and its theology 

as an oppressed people of Guam as an Unincorporated Territory of the United States. 

It is interesting to note that liberation theology is moving from a regional theology to 

a universal theology which makes it practical for the Chamorus to relate and practice 

this universal liberation theology with its local theology (Boff, p. 84). Guam'’s 

oppressive status as a colony of the United States, especially the oppressive 
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experiences of the Chamorus are reflective to Third World Countries in terms of 

oppression. Guam is still dominated and colonized by the United States including 

Japan to some extent as a former conqueror and colonizer. This liberation theology 

is practical for the people of Guam to incorporate and implement locally and pastorally 

for the poor and oppressed in order to have justice, liberty and unity of humans in 

Christ with love and peace. Thus, liberation theology is applicable and practical for 

the Chamorus and its local theology in order to commit against poverty and 

oppression for justice, freedom and a better world to live in as the paradise island of 

Guam. 

 



CHAPTER 3. CONSTRUCTING A LOCAL THEOLOGY 
SCHREITER’S MODEL 

How to construct a local theology is very challenging and difficult to complete 

especially when the Chamoru people and local traditions have been oppressed 

colonized and dominated by the Spanish, Japanese and Americans. As a result, the 

local Chamoru language and culture was almost vanquished and replaced by the 

conquerors’ and colonizers’ language and culture. The preservation of the Chamoru 

language and culture is very much alive and important for the modern Chamorus. 

Thus, constructing a Chamoru theology greatly benefits today’s faithful Chamoru as 

well as the family and community in our own spiritual formation and theology in 

Guam. 

Schreiter’s model for constructing a local theology entails the dynamic interaction of 

the gospel, church and culture with identity and change. The gospel is the Good 

News of Christ and salvation that relates to the action and experience of the 

community. The church is the local church’s relationship and interaction with other 

churches relating to Christian identity and history, scriptures, norms, and issues based 

in tradition for testing or challenging the local church’s response to be true or not. 

The culture relates to one’s identity and social changes, or as a way of life with 

values, hopes and dreams for a better world to live in; reacting to traditions from 

inside and outside the culture; having resources for innovation and conservation; and 

coping with change and dissensions judiciously (Schreiter, p. 271-23). 

Schreiter suggests mapping out the relationship of the Spirit and Gospel shaping the 

community contact with the church tradition and culture interacting or dialoguing in 

the formulation of a local theology for the local community. These steps in 

constructing a local theology are as follows:  



CHAMORU SPIRIT AND GOSPEL: Shaping the Chamoru Community 

CHAMORU CHURCH TRADITION CHAMORU CULTURE 
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in the overall process of constructing a Chamoru theology, and evaluation helps to 

find out the weakness and strength of the completed local theology. In constructing 

a Chamoru theology, there are nine steps based on church tradition and culture of the 

Chamorus whereby its Spirit and Gospel are shaping the Chamoru community context 

(Schreiter, p. 23-25). 

Richard Shewman uses Schreiter’s model when constructing a spirituality of the 

Marianas by adapting it (Shewman, p. 4) as follows: 

SCHREITER’S MODEL 

CHAMORU THEOLOGY/CULTURE CHAMORU CHRISTIAN TRADITION 

1. Identifying existing local theology 

2. Analysis of Chamoru theology 

3. Identification of Chamoru cultural 

root themes  



4. Review of Chamoru Christian 

tradition 

5. Examine tradition as series of 

Chamoru theology 

6. Examine theologies from other 

communities which most parallel ours 

7. Examine impact of Chamoru Christian 

tradition on local theology 

8. Examine impact of Chamoru theology on 

church tradition 

9. Examine impact of local theology on 

local culture 

Both Schreiter’s models are appropriate for constructing a Chamoru theology, and so 

each step from both models must be discussed and incorporated for developing a 

sound local theology. 

The first step in constructing a Chamoru theology is to respond to the realities of 

previous theologies from the outsiders or Spanish and/or American theologies adopted 

within local Chamoru communities as possible obstacles, reminders or revelations. 

Strategies and perspectives are important in dealing with these paternal theologies in 

order to develop an authentic Chamoru theology. In response to the Spanish and/or 

American theologies from the Spanish and American priests and missionaries, these 

previous theologies are obstacles and reminders of the struggles, oppression and 

dominations of the Chamorus and sacred places in the past. These theologies are 

powerful obstacles to the development of an authentic Chamoru theology including 

Christianization and conversion process of the Chamorus by the Spanish and 

Americans. Therefore, a lot of patience, listening and dialoguing is pertinent to 

remove these paternal theologies in order to formulate a Chamoru theology (Schreiter, 

p. 26-28).  



Piease note that the first step may be from Chamoru culture or local Church tradition 

or previous local theologies because all three possibilities must be examined as a 

potential first step (Schreiter, p. 26). 

As for the first step in Shewman’s adapted Model of Schreiter, it is identifying the 

existing local theology as Chamoru theology being dominated and oppressed by the 

Spanish and American theologies. Likewise the Chamoru culture were oppressed in 

relation to the Spanish and American cultures. This first, second and third steps are 

part of the first phase focusing on the Chamoru culture and local theology for the 

Chamorus (Shewman, p. 5). 

The second step in constructing a Chamoru theology is the opening of Chamoru 

culture through analysis by listening and finding its cultural values, needs, interests, 

directions and symbols. The semiotic approach is the best way to analyze the 

symbolic development of the Chamoru community but caution in the paternalism of 

domination or colonialism and cultural romanticism of no change as very idealistic and 

contrary to Christianity in changing the person and culture as followers of Christ. 

Thus, understanding the Chamoru culture is to listen, develop, describe and balance 

the respect of the culture with the need for culture change in a christological 

viewpoint for developing a Chamoru theology by finding Christ within the Chamoru 

culture as well as bringing Christ to the local culture. The Chamoru "local community 

must listen to its culture in order to complement its past experience of Christ” 

(Schreiter, p. 28-29). 

As for the second step in Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, it is the analysis of 

theologies of Chamoru, Spanish and American. The Chamoru theology is now 

intermingled and mixed with the dominant Spanish and American theologies through 

Christianization and westernization of the Chamorus in Guam. Previously, the ancient 

Chamorus believed in many gods associated with nature like the sun, moon, wind, 

and sea, thereby they were characterized by the Spanish as "moros” or pagans. The 
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Spanish should have christianized the Chamorus by informing them that their nature 

gods is truly one God, and not by the guns or swords to force Christianity to the 

natives and even kill them if they don’t become Christians. Modern Chamoru theology 

is described as Catholic and Christian dominated by the former Spanish colonizer’s 

theology as well as the present American colonizers’ theology. 

The third step in constructing a Chamoru theology is the emergence of themes for 

local theology. These emerging themes or cultural texts themes for Chamoru theology 

are as follows: (1) preservation of the Chamoru culture for identity and christological 

purposes; (2) cross of Christ as the sign of Chamoru christian sufferings from 

everyday experiences; (3) respect of the Chamoru culture as well as other cultures as 

People of God; (4) land rights for the Chamorus through the Chamoru Land 

Commission, (5) creation theology from Chamoru and Christian cultures as the best 

for developing Chamoru theology due to local and diverse experiences; (6) the 

ecclesiology or Christian community of the Chamorus as the starting point of 

theological reflections; (7) Chamoru music and dancing for communicating of religious 

meaning, and (8) other written or oral Chamoru culture texts (Schreiter, p. 29-31). 

As for the third step in Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, it is the identification 

of culture root themes which have been stated already. Still, some Chamoru culture 

root theme not mentioned are as follows: (1) Chamorus as holistic by interaction of 

the spirit of God, the saints and taotaomonas or first people spirits; (2) traditional 

healing of the suruhanu/suruhana with herbal medicines and the supernatural spirit of 

God, the saints and taotaomonas; (3) Chamoru culture in its importance of the dead 

through rosaries and many observances of All Soul's Day; (4) cultural and social role 

of food being very important in the Chamoru community like the village fiestas, 

novenas, anniversary rosaries and other important events; (5) Chamoru family and 

clan as central part of local culture; (6) Chamoru identity in local culture and 

community; (7) Chamoru clans as matrilineal and relationships to everyone in the 

community including nature and supernatural (Shewman, p. 6-7). 
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The fourth step is the opening of church tradition through analysis. Often times, this 

step is opened up to a local community by reading of church texts in a positivist way, 

or through monocultural lenses of the exiled, community leaders not realizing their 

acts of westernizing people for Christianization purposes. The churches in Guam are 

used to relating to other churches in colonial patterns of domination and submission. 

If there are multiple tradition or conflicting interpretations of the local tradition, a 

theory on the role of Chamoru tradition in the community must be formulated. Guam 

has multiple and conflicting traditons of Chamoru, Spanish, American, Filipino, 

Japanese, Korean, etc. Therefore, the role of Chamoru traditon must be formulated. 

However, "from the insider's perspective, one is able to live totally inside a tradition” 

then the role of Chamoru tradition doesn’t need to be formulated (Schreiter, p. 109 

and 32). 

To develop a theory of tradition one must note that tradition provides identity, 

cohesion, continuity, intelligibility, affirmation and renewal; and tradition has different 

perspectives as insiders, outsiders, speakers and listeners (Schreiter, p. 113). The 

role of the Chamoru tradition is to provide the aforementioned characters to the 

Chamoru community, have the aforementioned characteristics with different 

perspectives but mainly as an insider and listener perspectives for a strong and sound 

tradition. 

As for the fourth step of Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, it is the review of 

Chamoru Christian tradition as follows: (1) sensitivity and remembrance of the dead 

through nine days of traditional rosaries for the general public and nine days of 

rosaries for the family, including anniversary rosaries again; (2) traditional fiestas and 

novenas in honor of God and patron saints with festival food for sharing or hospitality; 

(3) traditional fandangos (wedding parties); baptisms and other sacrament events and 

parties for celebration and hospitality; (4) traditional man ‘ngingi or kissing of the 

hands of the elderly as a sign of respect and greetings; (5) traditional "chinchule and 

ika” a monetary gift given to the family to assist in the financial costs of the party or 
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funeral or whatever the occasion should be; (6) traditional "mannginge’ Nino Jesus" 

or the kissing of the infant Jesus statue during Christmas, New Year's and Three 

Kings, in which altar boys and a group of carolers go around house to house and bring 

the infant Jesus for the family of the home to show respect by kissing the infant 

Jesus, which is usually scented with perfume or other sweet scented smell; and (7) 

many other Chamoru traditions too numerous to mention. 

The fifth step is the Christian tradition seen as a series of local theologies growing and 

responding to certain valid needs and experience of today’s local communities. One 

must apply sociological knowledge to the history of Christian theology as a way to 

see the relation of the developed theology and Christian tradition (Schreiter, p. 32-33). 

The purpose of this step is to open church tradition and see it as a series of local 

theologies responding to different cultural conditions. The four approaches for 

developing local theologies are: (1) theology as variants on a sacred text; (2) theology 

as wisdom; (3) theology as sure knowledge; and (4) theology as praxis. Theology as 

variants on a sacred text is more appropriate for the Chamoru culture in its strong oral 

tradition whereby commentaries, narratives and anthologies are the best form of 

theology for the Chamorus. Chamoru commentaries and reflections (from Archbishop 

Anthony Apuron at the Pacific Voice) are very interesting and educational for the 

Chamorus by transforming comments and reflections into the language of semiotic or 

sign system. Chamoru narratives or stories from the local community transform the 

meaning of the text and engage the listener to identify with some of the characters 

in the narrative. Chamoru anthologies are collections of writings or sayings from the 

Chamoru community based from the leaders and elders for the people of Guam 

(Schreiter, p. 80-93). 

The normative value of theology as variants on a sacred text is to understand and 

cherish the gospel of Jesus Christ as a heritage and treasure and to be aware of the 

culture diversity among Guam Christians; the problems of syncretism - a dilution and 

loss of the Christian message in the local context; the problem of colonialism and 
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paternalism of Spain, Japan, United States and Rome for the Chamorus to struggle 

to find a faithful response to the gospel. As for the normative value of Chamoru 

tradition, it provides resources for identity in a Chamoru community. Chamoru 

tradition must be credible, intelligible and authoritative with inside and outside 

perspectives and speaker and listener perspectives (Schreiter, p. 99-109). This 

Chamoru theology must be an inside and listener perspectives in relation to the 

Chamoru tradition and theology as variants on a sacred text. 

As for the fifth step in Shewman’'s adapted model of Schreiter, it is to examine 

Chamoru tradition as series of local theologies. The Chamoru tradition was greatly 

influenced by the Spanish-European Catholicism due to Guam being a colony of Spain 

since Magellan's first contact of Guam in 1521 to 1898. Another great influence to 

Chamoru tradition is the Americanization of the Chamorus from 1898 as a possession 

of the Untied States to the present Unincorporated Territory of the United States 

(Shewman, p. 7). Chamoru traditions with Spanish and American colonial influences 

and strong oral tradition must be examined in its context as a theology as variants on 

a sacred text when constructing a Chamoru theology with theological or Bible 

commentaries, narratives and anthologies. Then one must allow the Chamoru culture 

and faith to dialogue with the church tradition in order to maintain a genuine theology 

for the Chamoru’s faith (Schreiter, p. 84 and 94). 

The sixth step is the encounter of themes with parallel local theologies. The liberation 

theology must be incorporated when constructing a Chamoru theology because it 

parallels in need, content and context. Seeking out the parallels of liberation theology 

with Chamoru theology help to reduce the problems of paternalism, allows for a more 

genuine encounter of the tradition with the local church to understand and strengthen 

the reality of Christ and fidelity in discipleship; and provides a local church help to 

expand the history of Christian reflection that makes up the tradition (Schreiter, p. 34 

-35).  



As for the sixth step in Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, it is to examine the 

theologies from other communities which most parallel ours. This is the second phase 

focusing on traditional christian theologies on the fourth, fifth and sixth steps for 

reviewing and examining Christian tradition for Chamoru theology and other similar 

communities. Similarities of the CNM! or Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 

Islands consisting of Saipan, Rota, Tinian and other small islands of CNMI are very 

noteworthy because Guam and CNMI share the same Chamoru language and culture 

and similar traditions. Other Pacific Islands like Belau and Chuuk have similar culture 

and traditions with Guam based on my personal observations and comparisons when 

/ visited Belau and Chuuk in 1992 and 1993 respectively. Still, the Spanish and 

American Christian/Catholic traditions have great paternalistic influences and 

colonialism with the Chamoru Catholic traditions. 

There are five criteria for establishing Christian identity which is pertinent when 

constructing a local theology in the Chamoru community genuine and faithful to the 

gospel and Christian identity. All five criteria must be met for a genuine Chamoru 

theology. These criteria are as follows: (1) cohesiveness of Christian performances 

as philosophically consistent and hierarchy of truth; (2) worshipping context and 

Christian performance in the law of prayer and ritual activity of affirmation and 

renewal of the tradition; (3) praxes of the community and Christian performance in its 

action and reflection or response to the gospel; (4) judgement of other churches and 

Christian performance in Catholicity and unity or communion and judgement; and (5) 

challenge to other churches and Christian performance to move outward from itself 

through missionaries or Christianizing (Schreiter, p. 117-120). 

The seventh step is the impact of Church Tradition on local theologies. Chamoru 

theology must have a genuine encounter with the Church tradition. Due to human 

failures or infidelities during the construction of a Chamoru theology, it must be tested 

against the experience of other Christian communities, both present and past. The 

encounter may result in an affirmation of what's happening in the local church, or a 
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recurring experience of the reality of Christ in the Chamoru community. The results 

of these encounters may be a disciplining on the local community on its response, or 

rethinking of the unorthodox/orthodox present or earlier communities. The church 

tradition has monitoring effect on constructing a Chamoru theology, and "can make 

genuine contributions by urging the local community into reflecting on issues that had 

not occurred to the people or by pointing to implications that had not yet cleariy 

arisen” (Schreiter, p. 34). 

As for the seventh step in Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, itis to examine the 

impact of Christian tradition on local theologies. The Spanish Christian tradition 

relating to the saints, supernatural and natural worlds, respect for the dead, and use 

of sacramental for spiritual healing were in harmony with the Chamoru beliefs in 

precontact totemic patron animal spirits, the taotaomona spirits or the holistic person 

of supernatural and natural, burial of the dead under one’s houses or special places 

with profound respect, and traditional healing of herbs and magic. The Spanish 

Christian traditions that were in disharmony with the Chamoru beliefs were as follows: 

(1) Spanish patrilineage as opposed to Chamoru matrilineage; (2) Spanish agriculture 

and towns as opposed to Chamoru horticulture and hamlets or villages; (3) Spanish 

land individual ownership as opposed to the Chamoru land ownership of communal, 

according to clan and lineage relationships; (4) Spanish strict moral sense as opposed 

to the Chamoru unrigid moral sense like the traditional young men’s house where 

young people meet potential spouses and strengthen alliances between villages by 

encouraging inter-marriages (Shewman, p. 9-10). 

The eight step is the impact of local theologies on Church traditions. Local theologies 

are necessary for the development of Church tradition and they can remind us of parts 

of the tradition we have forgotten or have chosen to ignore like the liberation and 

Justice for the poor, needy and oppressed; the oppression and discrimination of the 

Chamoru people, language and culture; the Christianization by sword or killings of the 

Chamoru people by the Spanish Christians; and the colonization of the Chamorus by 
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the Spanish, Japanese and American colonizers. Thus, the experiences of the 

Chamoru community can remind us of the fallibility of parts of the Christian tradition, 

and it can aid the tradition in its development by the local community’s reflections 

(Schreiter, p. 34-35). 

As for the eight step in Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, it is to examine the 

impact of local theologies on Church traditions. Local theologies have impact on 

church tradition with harmony or disharmony as previously mentioned. Chamoru 

theology must dialogue authentically and harmoniously with the Catholic church 

tradition in Guam and vice versa in order to construct a genuine Chamoru Catholic 

theology. 

The ninth step is the impact of local theologies upon the culture. Even though 

Chamoru theology is intended for the Chamoru community or family, it does impact 

upon the Chamoru culture upon the Chamoru culture positively or negatively in a 

dialectical cycle. This is why "the process of discussing the response to the presence 

of Spirit and gospel in the community again takes on urgency” (Schreiter, p. 35-36). 

As for the ninth step in Shewman’s adapted model of Schreiter, it is to examine the 

impact of local theologies on local culture (Shewman, p. 4). The impact of a Chamoru 

theology on the Chamoru culture is best described as harmonious and positive for the 

oppressed Chamoru people and community in the presence of the oppressed Jesus 

Christ in the oppressed Chamoru culture. From the oppression and sufferings of the 

Chamorus, the Chamoru community likewise can relate to Jesus Christ's oppression 

and sufferings on earth. 

 



CHAPTER 4. CHAMORU PEOPLE AND CULTURE 

When constructing a Chamoru Theology, understanding the Chamoru people and 

culture is pertinent for the builder or contractor to do so in order to culturally 

construct a genuine local theology for the Chamorus. The ancient Chamorus were 

free-spirited, nature loving and sharing people with lots of rich history, heritage and 

culture. Spanishing, Europeanizing, colonizing and christianizing the Chamorus began 

during and after Magellan’s encounter in 1521 up to 1898. Americanizing, colonizing 

and democratizing (with capitalism and free enterprise) the Chamorus began in 1898 

to the present time. Thus, the Chamoru people and culture have three important eras 

as follows: (1) pre-contact era or the ancient Chamoru time before Magellan's 

contact; (2) Spanish/European contact era from 1521 to 1898; and (3) American 

contact era from 1898 to the present time, including the Japanese conquest of the 

Chamorus during World War II. 

The ancient Chamorus of the pre-contact era were described as very tall, robust, 

healthy, and light complexion, seafaring people from Malayo Polynesian migrating to 

Guam for more than 2,000 years before the birth of Christ, according to 

anthropologists, archaeologists, historians and other Pacific scholars. They were a 

free, proud and self-sufficient people with no lord or superior to govern them. 

Chamorus resembled the Polynesians more than the Melayans because they appear 

to be giants and lighter than the Filipinos. They remained in good health and normally 

live up to ninety or one hundred years (Pedro C. Sanchez, "Guahan Guam, The History 

of Our Island,” p. 5-6). 

The islanders had black hair usually long which the women tied them into a knot 

known as "akejo” at the back of the head, and some noble men shaved their heads 

but left a long strand of hair like Chief Quipuha’s statue in Agana. Most men had 

bleached hair from the sun and numerous fishing at the sea. Both men and women 

wore no clothes (like Adam and Eve) except in ceremonies and special events when 
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women would wear tifi or woven triangular apron of leaves hanging from a waistband. 

Women were lighter and more delicate than men due to men working and fishing 

outdoors while women wove, cooked and raised their children indoors or under the 

shade of trees. Young men and women were slender and in shape but once the 

women marry and bear children, they are expected to be fat as mothers and wives. 

If they are skinny, then they re suspected of abuse or illness. A wife without children 

was considered cursed and these beliefs lasted until modern times which accounts for 

large Chamoru families on Guam (Sanchez, p. 6-7). The modern Chamorus have small 

families due to economic or personal reasons. 

Chamorus strength and agility was described as very powerful and fast when using 

the sling stones as weapons or swimming long distances at the seas for fishing or 

playing around. They were very friendly, hospitable, docile, happy and fond of 

festivities, dancing, singing, story-telling and contests of strength and skill. They also 

loved jokes, wits, tricks but don’t cross or anger them because they can be very 

violent and vengeful. Basically, Chamorus were proud and ingenious people who felt 

superior to other races (Sanchez, p. 7-8). 

Ancient Chamoru culture is described as simple, close to nature, fun loving and 

communal sharing in their everyday lives. They were expert seamen, fishermen, 

hunters, warriors and skilled craftsmen as evident from their built proas (small canoes) 

large canoes (for ceremonies, trade and warfare), latte stones (for house pillars) and 

houses, the mats, hats, baskets, cooking pots, water jars, spears, slings/slingstones 

and catching fishes by hand, shell money (mostly from tortoise) were used for 

bartering or trade with each other or neighboring islanders. These shells were worn 

around their neck like the (short) guini or lukao-hugua (long which reached the hip) or 

guineha famaguon as the most valuable and chest ornament worn by men (Paul 

Carano and Pedro Sanchez, "A Complete History of Guam,” p. 18-30).  



On festivities the women wore flower wieaths in their hair and they wore shell 

necklaces of tortoise or red spondylous as well as skirts of grass or leaves. Men wore 

chest ornaments and if unmarried they used elaborate walking sticks called tunas. On 

burial ceremonies the Chamorus were very grief with prolonged weeping, fasting and 

clattering of shells and trumpets. They weep continuously for six (6) to eight (8) 

days, chanting songs and prayers called tinaitai to stress that the deceased was their 

life of all as their sun, moon and stars and so life would not be worth living without 

the deceased. The family has parties around the catafalque on which the deceased 

is placed and showered with flowers, palms, shells and other suitable implements for 

the deceased to use in the paradise overflowing with fruits and food. Then the 

deceased were buried in latte or house sites, caves and earthenware urns (Carano & 

Sanchez, p. 19-25). 

The Chamorus in the Magellan/Spanish contact era were misunderstood and 

mischaracterized as “thieves” by Magellan for stealing one of his ship’s boats because 

the Chamorus supplied water, fresh fruits and food to his crews and ships of 

Concepcion, Trinidad and Victoria, and so they probably helped themselves to a boat 

on the ship as a token or gift in return of their gifts of abundant food and water. 

Magellan didn’t understand the Chamoru custom of exchanging gifts between 

islanders. Thereafter, he with his armed crew burned about fifty (50) houses and 

several boats then murdered seven (7) Chamorus due to his missing boat. As a result 

of this petty incident, Magellan named Guam, "the island of thieves,” which was 

unfortunate, injustice and a misnomer because the Chamorus didn’t deserve this type 

of treatment (Carano & Sanchez, p. 42). 

The next expedition to Guam was by Fray Garcia De Loaisa in 1526 who described 

the Chamorus as naked, well-built with long hair and full beards; they work with 

stones and have spears with bones from deceased or fish bones or points hardened 

by fire. Loaisa took eleven (11) Chamorus to work their ship's pumps because many 

crew members were sick. After 39 years, Miguel Lopez De Legazpi sailed from 
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Mexico to Guam and arrived there on January 22, 1565. Four days later, he went 

ashore to perform a formal ceremony making Guam a possession of Spain by building 

an altar and cross with his sword saluting the cross, he proclaimed Guam as royal 

possession of King Felipe of Spain (Carano & Sanchez, p. 43-46). 

Legaspi and the Chamorus had peaceful relations but soon broke when the crews 

were refilling their water butts in a cove whereby the natives became hostile by 

throwing stones at them (that cove may be a sacred place for the Chamorus and 

outsiders were not allowed). Later, the ship’s boy asleep nearby was brutally killed 

by the natives, and Legazpi retaliated by hanging three Chamorus at the same place 

where the boy was killed. His soldiers burned many houses and wounded many 

Chamorus to teach them a lesson to give the Spaniards a better reception on their 

next ship visit to Guam. Then English and Dutch explorers visited Guam in 1529 and 

1588 by Englishmen Drake and Cavadisto, and 1600, 1616 & 1625 by Dutch Van 

Noort, Spilbergen and Nassare fleet respectively (Carano & Sanchez, p. 46-51). 

Guam became a regular stop over for the Spanish galleons from Mexico to the 

Philippines which was known as the Galleon Trade. When Guam became a 

possession of Spain through Legazpiin 1565 to 1898, it was a subject of the Spanish 

colonial system and the laws of Indies which made Guam a property of the crown and 

the Chamorus as subjects of the King of Spain. These Spanish contacts and 

colonizations changed the Chamorus way of life drastically and oppressively. Some 

changes were the Chamoru nobles/descendants intermarried or united with the 

Spaniards as high class who do not mix the common people or low class. Due to 

Guam'’s changes and location in the Galleon Trade between Mexico and Philippines, 

it became important for the Spanish economically and politically (Carano & Sanchez, 

p. 53-60). 

Christianizing the Chamorus and establishing the first Guam mission was done by 

Father San Vitores with priests, lay assistants and military soldiers in June 15, 1688. 
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Then missionaries were welcomed by the Chamorus because they were the first 

Spaniards to treat them with kindness. The Chamorus responded with kindness and 

evidence by Chief Quipuha in donating Agana land to the mission for building a 

church. Then Father San Vitores changed the name Ladrones (as being unjust) to 

Marianas in honor of Queen Mariana of Spain and patroness of the San Vitores 

mission (Carano & Sanchez, p. 64-65). 

The San Vitores mission was very successful in its first year but the new religion and 

strict code of living was then realized by the Chamorus to deprive them freedom and 

even threatened to change their customs, habits and manner of dress. Relations 

between Chamorus and missionaries worsen due to missionaries declaring makahna 

(wisemen) to be false priests and impostors; baptizing children despite fathers’ threats 

not to do so; abolish houses of surritaos (bachelors) in living with single women, and 

teaching not to pray to aniti (spirits) or worship the ancestors’ relics (Ibid, p. 66-67). 

Chief Matapang and Hirao attacked the missionaries and killed Father San Vitores and 

his assistant because Father San Vitores baptized his daughter despite his threat not 

to do so. The death of Father San Vitores was a great loss to both the Chamorus and 

Spaniards. He was considered the "Apostle of the Marianas” and best friend of the 

Chamorus in pacifying the Spanish military and winning the hearts of the Chamorus 

with Christ as his protector and standard. Chief Matapang was a passionate leader 

of the Chamorus by inciting, rebelling and fighting hard against the Spaniards and the 

missionaries (Ibid, p. 72-73). 

The Spanish-Chamoru wars were very brutal, oppressive and destructive to the 

Chamorus and local culture by the Spanish commander and soldiers like Captain 

Esplana. Both sides suffered, but the Chamorus more so due to their weapons of 

spears and slings against Spanish weapons of swords, guns and canons. The last 

Spanish commander was Captain Esplana known as the brutal oppressor thereafter 

relieved by Captain Irrisari as the first Spanish Governor of Guam on June 10, 1676. 
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Governor Irrisari began his administration with a reign of terror by attacking villages 

and burning houses to control the Chamorus with fear and force. Many Chamorus 

were killed by the Spaniards due to superior weapons and eventually defeated by 

many wars and massacres but some escaped to Rota and other neighboring islands 

to avoid Spanish onslaught (Ibid, p. 73-76). 

Governor Jose De Quiroga, the Tyrant, killed Chamorus and burned many villages to 

have complete surrender but the local people fled to the mountains or neighboring 

islands. Then Quiroga even went to Rota and the northern islands for battles and 

rounding up the local fugitives. He destroyed small villages to force Chamorus to live 

in a few large villages for control purposes. The slaughters of Chamorus and high 

cost of the war drove King Charles Il to replace Quiroga by appointing Captain 

Antonio deSavaria as governor-generalto bring peace to the islands. Governor-general 

Savaria gathered all the Chamoru leaders to prepare in taking an oath of allegiance to 

the King of Spain and they did so on September 8, 1681. He treated the islanders 

with equality to other subjects of the king, and he even appointed Antonio Ayhi as 

Lieutenant General of Guam. Unfortunately, the good and capable Governor died in 

office of over two (2) years, and Major Esplana succeeded the late Governor Savaria 

(Ibid, p. 77-80). 

Governor Esplana (brutal oppressor) sent Captain Quiroga (the Tyrant) to conquer the 

northern islands which he did in Tinian, Saipan and rest of the islands. However, 

Governor Esplana weakened his position in Guam by sending off Quiroga and many 

soldiers to the north, and so the Chamorus rebelled and attacked the Spaniards but 

they still held the fort. Quiroga and his soldiers came back in time to reinforce the 

Guam fort and both sides had a stalemate being too weak to continue fighting on a 

large scale. Governor Esplana died and Major Quiroga became governor again very 

determined to completely conquer the Marianas by conquering Rota, Tinian and 

Aguigan as the last stand of the Chamorus. The battle at Aguiguan was fierce and  



short whereby Chamorus surrendered finally to Spain with terms to return to Guam 

and became peaceful subjects of the king (/bid, p. 81-85). 

Results of the Spanish-Chamoru wars (intermittent for 25 years) including dates from 

1668 to 1695 and changes to the people of Guam were as follows: (1) the 

decimation of the Chamorus from about 100,000 to less than 5,000; (2) typhoons 

and small pox epidemics contributed to the Chamoru deaths; (3) Spaniards established 

the first permanent settlement for Spain until 1898; (4) Ancient Chamorus’ religion 

on myths, superstitions and ancestor worship was supplanted by Christianity; (5) 

Chamorus were strong and numerous before the Spanish contact but they were 

weakened and reduced thereby offering no resistance; and (6) Chamorus of mixed 

Spanish, Filipino, Chinese and other races resulted from the almost complete 

annihilation of Chamorus by the Spanish leaving only the women and children for 

breeding purposes (Ibid, p. 86). 

Guam as a Spanish outpost was visited by British pirates in the 18th century whereby 

Woodes Rogers threatened Governor Premimentel, and he was able to stay for one 

week with food and supplies from the governor. However, John Clipperton 

threatened to destroy and burn houses and Spanish ship but Governor Sanchez fought 

and freed him to flee. The Governor tried to establish a mission in the Carolines after 

a friendly reception of the Carolinians arrival at Guam in 1721. However, it was 

unsuccessful because Father Castova and his companions were massacred there (Ibid, 

p. 118). 

The Jesuits were expelled from Guam in 1769 whereby their departure hurt the 

Chamorus and Guam’s economy because of their services, protection and assistance. 

Then Governor Tobias improved Guam’s economy through agriculture and reforms for 

the people. When Governor Tobias was removed, Guam and its people went back to 

its accustomed rut. The French Crozet visited Guam and truly appreciated the 

Chamorus hospitality, abundant food and island paradise. The Malaspina expedition 
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of scientists from Spain arrived in Guam for scientific purposes. The Carolines islands 

reestablished trade with Guam again but the remaining 18th century was quiet and 

uneventful (Ibid, p. 118). 

The final century of Spanish rule in Guam opened with the first arrival of American 

ship bringing the new Spanish Governor Vicente Blanco and his family in 1802, and 

closed with another American ship capturing Guam for the United States and sailing 

away with the last Spanish Governor Juan Marina and the rest of the Spanish officials 

in 1898. Americans, Russians, French, English and Spanish ships, scientists, whalers 

visited Guam in this century (Ibid, p. 164). 

Guam’s administration changed from the viceroy of Mexico to the governor-general 

of the Philippines during this century. The Spanish-governor tried to improve Guam’s 

economy and production but none succeeded very well. Governors Blanco, Villalobos 

and Dela Corte stood out above the others to improve Guam. Three hundred years 

of Spanish rule had many ups and downs. Spain brought countless benefits to Guam 

but the greatest benefits were Christianity and Western traditions, culture and heritage 

which provided Guam with the basis for many substantial gains in politics, economics, 

education and other facets of modern living under the American colonization and rule 

(Ibid, p. 165). 

As a result of the Spanish-American War, Guam became an American possession in 

1898 by the forces under the command of Captain Glass. This event was important 

because it marked the transference of the political control over Guam from the Old 

World of Spain to the New World of United States. After the American capture of 

Guam, the island was in a state near civil war for six months because of the removal 

of the Spanish officials, which left the island without a responsible government and 

gave rise to oppressing factions of four acting Governors - Jose Sisto, Francisco 

Portusach, Joaquin Perez and William Coe to claim the governorship. Captain Richard  



Leary became the first American governor in 1899 who stopped the conflict of the 

governorship (Ibid, p. 219). 

Governor Leary’s administration established the Naval Government of Guam headed 

by military personnel responsible to the Governor. The governor was responsible to 

the Secretary of Navy and he was a one-man rule (like the Spanish governors) 

because of Guam ’s isolation, limited communication facilities and great distance from 

the mainland. Despite that fact, the naval government introduced many changes and 

improvements in Guam (Ibid, p. 219). 

Guam had close and sometimes violent contact with the outside world from 1974-41. 

An example of the violent contact is the arrival, internment and sinking of the Guam 

cruiser Cormoran in Apra Harbor. This incident stirred patriotism among the 

Chamorus, hastened their buying of Liberty Bonds and gave incentives to the young 

Chamorus to enlist in military services. Giant strides were made in terms of political 

and economic development like the convening of the First Guam Congress by 

Governor Roy Smith in February 3, 1917. This congress had no power to tax, 

appropriate and expend public funds but it was a step in the right directions for 

political development (Ibid, p. 264). 

The economic development of Guam was better because of the beginning of 

commercial aviation in the Pacific region on November 22, 1935 by the China Clipper 

of Pan American Airways flight from California to Manila which opened up Guam with 

the outside world. By 1940, substantial improvements had been made in Guam’s 

economic, life, health and sanitary conditions, its judicial and educational system and 

other governmental agencies. However, these improvements were wiped out by a 

disastrous typhoon which struck Guam late in 1940 (Ibid, p. 264). 

Japan bombed Guam (a peaceful island) on December 8 1941 with 25,000 

inhabitants being more occupied on preparing for the feast of the Immaculate 
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Concepcion, an annual religious observance. After Guam was seized by the Japanese 

during the Second World War, Japanization of the people and island immediately 

began whereby Guam was renamed to Omiya Jima (the Great Shrine Island), Agana 

to Okashi (the Red City), Asan to Asama Mura, Agat to Showa Mura, Apla to Apara 

Mura and Jalaguac to Harada Mura (Tony Palomo, "An Island in Agony”, p. 1 & 121). 

The Chamorus suffered a lot during the Japanese occupation through mandatory slave 

work at agricultural plantations, air strips and other Japanese construction projects. 

Japanese practice of bowing was instituted and strictly enforced with severe beatings 

of the Chamorus if not properly followed. Village commissioners (presently called 

mayors) were changed to "sonchos” responsible for mandated quantity of farm 

produce or a certain number of workers, and if mandates are not met they are subject 

to a "benta” (beating). Youths were organized as "seinindan” (youth civil defense) 

for schools, community work, and drill/games in the Japanese way. Chamoru people 

were considered inferior to the Japanese, likewise the Spanish and American people 

considered the same. Many Japanese practices and customs were forced or 

mandated to the Chamorus during the Japanese occupation in World War Il (Tony M. 

Palomo, p. 1217-39). 

On July 21, 1944, U.S. forces landed on Guam to liberate the Chamorus from the 

Japanese occupation (Guam will be celebrating its 50th Anniversary of Liberation Day 

on July 21st). Before the Americans conquered the Japanese, they planned to 

slaughter all the Chamorus by gathering them in concentration camps or caves as 

evidenced in the Tinita cave slaughter of some Chamorus in Merizo. However, few 

survivors of these massacres forewarned the villages of the ongoing massacres, and 

so they hid into jungles or went to seek American assistance to stop the mass 

slaughtering of the Chamorus. The American forces were successful in stopping the 

massacres and liberating the Chamorus by overcoming and conquering the Japanese 

forces (Tony Palomo, p. 173-200).  



After the war, the military government of Guam was established as a result of dire 

military necessity to plan for the government of the civilian population from 1944-46. 

On May 30, 1946, the naval government of Guam was reestablished up to 1950 

when the Organic Act of Guam granted U.S. citizenship to the people of Guam, and 

established the Government of Guam with three branches. The last years of naval 

administration were very important to the people of Guam from Japanese-occupied 

territory to American-liberated territory with freedom, rights and 

rehabilitations/rebuilding of Guam and its people (Carano & Sanchez, p. 362). 

Guam under the Organic Act from 1950 to 1960 was described as the first historical 

ten years of civil government of good economy and full employment with continued 

rehabilitation/rebuilding of modern homes, shops and shopping centers, schools and 

churches. The government also built public buildings, roads, water and power lines 

for rehabilitation and progress purposes. Governors and judges were appointed by the 

U.S. presidents and so they served at the pleasure of the president and not the people 

of Guam. Only the legislators were elected by the people of Guam as compared to 

the executive and judicial branch. The village commissioners were the elected officials 

of the municipal government (Carano & Sanchez, p. 396-97). 

Governor Joseph Flores was the first Chamoru appointed governor in June 1960 and 

so the election of a local governor became a topic of island conversation. Governor 

Manuel F.L. Guerrero became the second appointed Chamoru Governor of Guam. The 

last appointed and first elected Governor of Guam was a Chamoru, Governor Carlos 

G. Camacho, in 1970. The decade of the sixties ushered in a new era for the territory 

as a growing and developing people. (Carano & Sanchez, p. 397-98). 

The development of religion and education is pertinent for the history of Guam and its 

people. After World War Ill, Guam experienced a religious revival with the Roman 

Catholic Church as a majority and Protestant denominations as a minority. The 

Spanish Jesuits and assistants were the first missionaries to Guam from Father San 
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Vitores in 1688 to their expulsion on 1769. Then the Spanish Augustinian priests 

except Padre Palomo the first Chamoru priest were deported by Governor Leary on 

1899. Spanish Capuchins from the Caroline Islands arrived in Guam and they 

replaced the Spanish Augustinian priests. The Protestant congregationalist erected 

the first Protestant mission building at Adelup (presently the Governor's Office). Jose 

A. Flores was the first Chamoru Protestant minister of Congregationalist. The Baptist 

missionaries took over in 1911 the mission abandoned by the congregationalist in 

1910, and Joaquin F. Sablan was the first Chamoru Baptist minister (Ibid, p. 399- 

400). 

In 1909, Guam was placed under the German Capuchins of Saipan and Monsignor 

Von Kirchausen tried to replace the Spanish Capuchins with German Capuchins but 

failed because the American authorities resented and even compelled them to leave 

Guam. Bishop Felipe Olaiz of Spain was the first bishop of Guam in 1915-34; and 

Bishop Olano succeeded him in 1935-45. American Capuchin priests started replacing 

the Spanish Capuchins in 1937-38, and only Bishop Olano and his secretary Brother 

Jesus were allowed to remain. The first American bishop was the Most Reverend 

Apollinaris W. Baumgartner in 1945, and his work of rehabilitation and rebuilding of 

Catholic churches and schools were greatly noted as well as the establishment of 

religious communities (Ibid, p. 4071-04). Please note that when Bishop Baumgartner 

died, Bishop Felixberto C. Flores became the first Chamoru Bishop of Guam in March, 

1970 and later elevated to ArchBishop. The present ArchBishop Anthony C. Apuron 

succeeded ArchBishop Flores who died in 1985. 

Education under the Spanish rule was only for the selected few but still some 

Chamorus were able to get educated. The Spanish priests were mostly the ones 

educating the Chamorus in the basics of reading, writing, arithmetic and Spanish. 

Under the American rule, educational opportunities were more widespread. However, 

some Spanish governors and early American governors opposed too much education 

for the Chamorus because they would be more easily governed without it. 
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American elementary education or basics were started in 1899 to 1902 when all 

schools were closed due to lack of funds but reopened in 1904 and continuously 

operated (except during the Japanese occupation), reorganizedin 1922, and patterned 

after the California school system. Secondary or high school education beganin 1917 

up to the present time for the Chamorus. After high school, Chamorus must go off- 

island until after World War Ill. The Adelup Point Normal School was established in 

1946 for college education but remained in operation for one year only. University 

of Hawaii conducted summer sessions in 1946-48, and the University of California 

provided high education of Chamoru teachers from 1957-52 until the Territorial 

College of Guam was established. By 1959, this two-year college was accredited by 

the Western College Association and it became a four-year college in 1961. In 1968, 

College of Guam became the University of Guam that offers master’s degrees in 

Education, Public Administration, Business Administration and other areas (Ibid, p. 

436-38). 

In the 1960-70, Guam was hit by super-typhoon Karen in 1962 with many damages 

and so Chamorus rebuilt and rehabilitated many buildings from wooden to concrete 

for residential and public purposes. Urban renewal projects were initiated in Sinajana 

and Yona village that were badly damaged by Typhoon Karen. There were many 

construction activities in the private and public sectors. Governor Manuel F.L. 

Guerrero, the second Chamoru governor, accomplished many 

rehabilitation/construction projects and governmental initiatives in tourism and 

economic development with his six years as appointed Governor of Guam. 

In the 1970-80, Guam again was hit by another Supertyphoon Pamela in 1976 with 

many damages, and so Chamorus rebuilt and rehabilitated more buildings into 

concrete. Governor Carlos G. Camacho was the last appointed Chamoru Governor of 

Guam in 1969 and the first elected Governor of Guam in 1970-74. Governor Ricardo 

J. Bordallo was the second elected Governor of Guam in 1974-78, and Governor Paul 

M. Calvo was the third elected Governor of Guam in 1978-82. 
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In the 1980-90, Guam had an imprecedented economic boom due to tourism and 

construction of mega projects of hotels, golf courses, shopping centers, super 

highways, infra-structures and other public and private projects. Governor Joseph F. 

Ada was the fourth Governor of Guam in 1986-90 who defeated Governor Ricardo 

J. Bordallo, the first two-term Governor in 1974-78 and 1982-86. Then Governor 

Joseph F. Ada became the first two consecutive-term governorin 1986-90 and 1990- 

94. 

In the 71990 to the present, Guam experienced continued construction boom and 

almost full employment but the economy went down and stabilized due to economics 

and natural disasters. Guam was again hit by Supertyphoon Omar in 1992 and a 

super earthquake of 8.1 in 1993 with many damages. The people of Guam now must 

construct typhoon proof and earthquake proof homes and buildings which is quite a 

challenge for this decade. Governor Ada completes his term this year with many 

accomplishments of building infrastructures (highways, water, sewer, telephone and 

power projects), pay raises/tax rebates, Chamoru village and other public projects for 

the people of Guam. 

Archbishop Anthony Apuron is the second and one of the youngest Chamoru 

Bishop/Archbishop for the Archdiocese of Agana with about 25 parishes and pastors 

with assistant priests and 7 deacons (2 deacon candidates - John Dierking and Tony 

Leon Guerrero to be ordained in December, 1994) throughout the villages and cities 

of Guam, a Franciscan Friary as homes of the priests who are mostly Franciscans, 

some Diocesians and others; about 8 convents or homes of the Sisters of Mercy, 

Notre Dame Sisters, Dominican Sisters, Franciscan Sisters, Carmelite Sisters, Good 

Shepherd Sisters in Guam, and others. Please note that Bishop Tomas Camacho is 

the first Chamoru Bishop of the Diocese of Chalan Kanoa, Saipan, Commonwealth of 

the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) but the third Chamoru Bishop for the Mariana 

Islands of Guam and CNMI.  



Guam recently and successfully hosted the 1994 Micronesian Games (a mini-olympic) 

from March 26 thru April 2, 1994 with Guam and its neighboring islands of CNMI, 

Palau, Marshalls, Phonpei, Nauru, Kosrae, Chuuk and Yap represented by Australia. 

Each island did their cultural greetings and dances during the Opening Ceremonies 

which was spectacular and impressive of diverse cultures and languages unified for 

sports competitions. This unification will be exemplified again by the people of Guam 

in the upcoming elections for public officials. 

 



Chapter 5. Chamoru Community Traditions and Myths 

The ancient Chamoru community had a class and caste system whereby the "matua” 

is the top social order and the top class are the chiefs or Chamorris with the most 

noble and highest chamorri called magalahe the first son and ruler (which is the 

present title of the governor) with the men and women of the ruling class called 

manma’gas who enjoyed many privileges, controlled the activities of their clans and 

community and most of their wealth. They were the prestigious warriors, navigators, 

boatmen, hunters, deep sea fishermen and builders of both houses and canoes 

(Sanchez, p. 8). 

The common people belonged to the "atchaot” class and they may move up to the 

matua class by marriage or selection, or by becoming recognized warriors, hunters, 

navigators, fishermen, builders, boatmen, or artisans. The lowest class was the 

"manachang” who lived like slaves and they cannot move upward to atchaot or 

matua. Restrictions and taboos controlled their lives, like not being able to become 

warriors, sailors or builders. If a matua or atchaot intermarried with manachangs, they 

would be banished and forced to live with them. Thus, there were many restrictions 

and taboos for the manachangs not to fraternize or socialize with the atchaots or 

matuas, and they must crouch with head lowered when passing a matua and utter 

“ati adengo” or "may | wash your feet” (Sanchez, p. 8-9). 

The ancient Chamoru family was a matrilineal whereby women had great control and 

influence on family matters like the rearing of the very young, the disposal of property 

and inheritance. A few or several families make up the family clans headed by a chief 

or Chamorri. The families of blood relatives and non-relatives who voluntarily joined 

the clan and lived under its influence and control. Clans combined to make a village 

and villages grouped themselves into a district loyalty to the family, clan, village and 

district dominated member relationship with strong family, social, economic and 

ceremonial ties and obligations (Ibid, p. 9-10). 
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The Chamorus had no central government but a district government with the 

magalahe (first son) and his wife called magahaga (first daughter and equivalent to the 

modern first lady but not referred to today’s first lady) and other minor chiefs and 

important men and women formed a council which controlled the activities of one or 

more villages. There were about 180 villages and 20 major districts with Hagadnia 

(Agana) as the most important district, as estimated by Father San Vitores. Chamorus 

used natural landmarks like a hill, river, or long-lasting trees, like ifil, coconuts. The 

ceremonial visits of chiefs or weddings, funerals and other occasions occurred 

regularly between districts in Guam and among the Marianas Islands. Large gifts of 

food, mats, ornaments or goods with group dancing and singing from both sides as 

well as demonstrations of skills like canoe racing, lance throwing, sling-stone hurling, 

etc. (Ibid, p. 11). 

The ancient Chamorus had a simple economy with self-sustaining but strong economy 

on farming, hunting, and fishing with productive and abundant fields on land and sea. 

The barter system was prevalent from the Ancient Chamorus to the Spanish era and 

even the American era from 1898 to 1944. After World War Il, the U.S. mone y- 

based economy took over. Trading among the Marianas Islands were frequent and 

regular. The Chamorus and Western Carolinans had elaborate division of labor where 

the men did the heavy work as builders, fishermen, boatmen, navigators, warriors and 

planters; the women supervised and controlled the household, cooked or supervised 

cooking for the family as well as gatherings of the clan, village or district, weaved 

baskets, mats and thatched roofs, and fished inside the reef, picked clams and shells 

and assisted in planting, catching or trapping, children assisted in chores; helped in 

fishing or planting, observed, apprenticed and did their tasks on their own due to no 

formal schooling, and followed the careers of their parents (Ibid, p. 13). 

Ancient Chamorus used latte stones for the foundations of houses and canoe sheds 

where the ground under the house was used for burials. Their flying proas or 

outriggers were fast and amazing but later in the Spanish era replaced by the galaidi 
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from the Philippines which is smaller and slower. Then the motorboats in the 

American era later replaced the galaidi. The Chamorus had numerals and calendars 

not presently used but the American and Spanish numerals and calendar. The 

Chamoru numbers from one to ten: maisa (1); hugua (2); tulo (3); fatfat (4); lima (5); 

gunum (6); fito (7); gualo (8); sigua (9) and fulu (10). One hundred was gatos. The 

Chamoru calendar: Tumaiguini (January); Maimo (February); Umtalaf (March); 

Lumuhu (April); Magmamao (May); Mananaf (June); Semo (July); Tahos (August); 

Lumamlam, Lamlam (September); Faguahlu, Faguahlo (October); Sumongsung 

(November), Umayanggan (December); Umagahaf, Amagahaf. The year was divided 

into thirteen moons and the time was based on harvest to harvest (Ibid, p. 15-22). 

The ancient Chamoru community traditions were simple, ceremonial and nature loving 

with the respective family, clan, village and district based on their matua (high), 

atchaot (middle) and manachang (low) class of people in Guam. The people traditions 

were indigenous, free spirited and not westernized by being communal and tribal in 

nature for the Chamorus which were passed from one generation to another for two 

thousand years before Christ, until the Spanish or Magellan encounter. 

From Magellan's encounter with the Chamorus in 1521 to Legazpi’s proclamation of 

Guam as a Spanish possession in 1565 to Father San Vitores’ mission to the Marianas 

in 1668 was the beginning of the Spanishizing of the Chamorus as a Spanish- 

Chamoru community. Father San Vitores renamed Guahan to the island of San Juan 

and Agana as San Ignacio de Hagatna in honor of the Jesuits founder, Saint Ignacios. 

The Spanish contact with the Chamorus was marred with violence by Magellan to 

Legazpi and even continued by the Spanish commanders and governors. Most 

Spanish governors like Quiroga the Tyrant and Esplana the Conqueror killed and 

decimated inhumanly the Chamorus but some Spanish governors like Savaria and 

Tobias trusted and treated the Chamorus well. The Chamoru-Spanish war started in 

1670 by the rebellion of Chamorus against the Spaniards which ended in 1695 (Ibid, 

p. 30-45).  



After the Chamoru-Spanish war, the Chamorus were reduced from the dominating 

race by the thousands and thousands to the demoralized race with less than 4,000. 

The killings from the war, western diseases, natural disasters, induced abortions and 

prevention of pregnancy due to fear of more wars contributed to the decline of the 

Chamoru population. The Chamorus were then forced to live in the Spanish 

settlements for rehabilitation and Spanishization purposes. The Spanish-Chamoru 

community is quite different from the ancient Chamoru community because that 

community was patrilineal and not matrilineal; the Spanish governor, high class 

officials, middle class and the lowest Spanish subjects were higher than the Chamoru 

chiefs and matua class, the commoners or atchaot class, and the lowest class or 

manachangs. Gradually the Chamoru chiefs, matuas, atchaots and manachangs 

assimilated with the Spanish governor, high, middle and low classes to complete the 

Spanishization process of over three hundred years (Ibid, p. 48-68). Thus, the 

Spanish-Chamorus community traditions were more dominated and controlled by 

Spanish traditions but flavored with the Chamoru traditions. 

The Spanish Governor Marina surrendered Guam to Captain Glass of the USS 

Charleston during the Spanish American War of 1898. The Treaty of Paris of 1898 

between United States and Spain made Guam and its people under the United States 

as spoils of war which the Chamorus were not consulted by either the Spanish or 

American people. When Captain Glass left Guam, there was no written authority for 

an acting governor so Frank Portusach, an American citizen claimed that Captain Glass 

gave him oral authority but Jose Sisto, a Filipino and Island Treasurer challenged him 

as a senior official as well as Father Palomo and the Chamoru leaders. Both Portusach 

and Sixto feuded and maneuvered for political control but Father Palomo and the 

Chamoru leaders dismissed Sisto from office and named Venancio Roberto as Acting 

Governor. The Chamorus’ home rule was shortlived when Lt. Commander Cottman 

of Brutus ship arrived in 1899, heard the feuds of Portusach, Sisto and Father Palomo, 

and declared Sisto as the legitimate Acting Governor of Guam until the status of 

Guam was decided (Ibid, p. 70-77).  



Commander Tausig of the USS Bennington formalized with a ceremony making Guam 

a possession of the United States on February 1, 1899 thereby terminating Sisto as 

Governor of Guam. Commander Tausig was in charge ad interim and he appointed 

Joaquin Perez as the interim governor on February 13th. Then Lt. Kaiser of Nanshan 

ship removed Acting Governor Perez on July 12 due to the Spanish arms return 

arguments, and he appointed William Coe, a Samoan, as Acting Governor which 

lasted less than a month. Captain Richard Leary of the USS Yosemite became the 

first American Naval Governor of Guam on August 7, 1899. Governor Leary 

established the Naval Government of Guam with appointments of naval officers and 

enlisted personnel to key government positions. This practice of American Naval 

governors of Guam with their appointments of officers and enlisted personnel to the 

Naval Government of Guam continued up to the pre and post Japanese occupation 

of World War Il, specifically up to the Organic Act of Guam in 1950 (Ibid, p. 77-93). 

The Americanization of the Chamorus began in 1898-1941 whereby the American- 

Chamoru community replaced the Spanish-Chamoru community under another 

colonizer and domineering country. The American traditions were dominant to the 

Spanish and Chamoru traditions in Guam. The Japanization of the Chamorus began 

in December 1941 to July 21, 1944 when the Americans liberated the Chamorus. 

During the Japanese occupation, the Japanese-Chamoru community replaced the 

American-Chamoru community. The Japanese traditions were dominant over the 

American, Spanish and Chamoru traditions during World War Il. However, the 

American-Chamoru community replaced the Japanese-Chamoru community after 

World War Il to the present time. The American traditions were dominant over the 

local, Chamoru traditions with Spanish and Japanese traditions of former colonizers. 

However, the Chamorus are now more aware of the need to preserve the Chamoru 

language and traditions despite the dominations and colonizations of the Americans, 

Japanese and Spanish.  



The Chamoru community myth of creation is quite different from the Jewish 

community myth of creation with Adam and Eve. As for the beginning of the 

universe, a god name Puntan with his sister existed long before the sky and earth 

were made. Before Puntan died, he empowered his sister all of his powers. With his 

body, she made the earth; with his breast, she made the sky; with his right eye, she 

made the sun; with the left eye, she made the stars and moon; and with his eye- 

brows, she made the rainbow. As for mankind, Chaifi, the god of the winds, waves 

and fires, was hurrying to complete another soul by hastening the process in heaping 

large quantity of wood into the fire. An explosion rocked his place, throwing up ashes 

and stones on the earth and rivers of liquid fire poured forth. During the turmoil, one 

of Chaifi’s souls escaped by the force of eruption. It fell on the earth at Fu’a on the 

island of Guahan where it turned into stone. With the sun rays, the rain softening, 

and waves tapping on the stone, it became a man, and he saw how the earth was. 

He took some of the red earth which he found about him and mixed it with water. 

Out of the mixture, he made several figures of a man with the heat of the sun, he 

made souls for them. They were the children of the earth, and they went forth from 

Guahan into several places. The first man evolved from Fu’a Rock on the shore of 

Fu‘uana Bay of Umatac Village. (Ibid, p. 2). 

There are other Chamoru community myths like the battles of the chiefs from the 

North and South in display for power and strength to control the district, the footprint 

of the (universe) god whereby that footprint became the island of Guahan; Sirena the 

half human and fish, due to the curse of her mother because she loves to spend most 

of her time swimming at the sea. Her godmother interceded on the curse of Sirena’s 

mother to become a fish by becoming partially a fish and not whole. 

The ancient Chamoru community myth is more about beliefs or truths which give 

meaning to life within the community and not in the sense of legends or fictions as 

presently classified in the present Chamoru community due to advancement and 

accomplishments of knowledge, reason and technology resulting "loss of a myth to 
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live by. Knowledge remove us more and more from the mythic world in which we 

were once at home by right of birth” (Tad Guzie, the Book of Sacramental Basics, p. 

118-119). The ancient Chamorus may have been very superstitious and primitive but 

they were more symbolic in life than the modern Chamorus based on their elaborate 

ceremonies and rituals. Thus, the modern Chamorus need to be more in touch with 

the mythic world and live the symbolic life through meaningful religious ceremonies 

and rituals like the ancient Chamorus. 

The Chamoru community stories of traditions and myths must have room for growth 

and hope by seeking and dwelling in truths and Chamorus will know the Truth and the 

Truth will free Chamorus (Terrence W. Tilley, Story Theology, p. 212-213). Thus, the 

modern Chamorus must be seeking the Truth in one’s story and theology as well as 

being more mythical and symbolic as the ancient Chamorus. 

 



CHAPTER 6. CHAMORU FAITH AND CATHOLIC CHURCH 

The Ancient Chamorus had religion based on nature but not institutionalized or 

organized like the Spanish or Americans. They had "makahana” as medicine men or 

women and interceder with the supernatural whereby they practiced black magic by 

using human skulls for their work. The kakahna specialized in invoking harm upon 

those who angered them, or they were sought to do harm to certain individuals; or 

to help remove bad luck or evil spirits. The Ancient Chamorus’ makahana and 

kakahna came close to the priest but there was no institutionalized priesthood. The 

Chamorus believed in gods who created man and woman, the spirits of the dead 

whom are worshipped called anti; the devil called aniti or manganiti; heaven called 

langet and hell called sasalaguan. However, their beliefs were not institutionalized or 

well-defined creeds like the Spanish or Americans and there were no institutionalized 

churches or temples but just the sacred burial sites and special places or trees of the 

gods or taotaomonas, the first people (Sanchez, p. 11-12). 

The Chamorus had no cemetery but ancient burials were around or beneath the family 

houses or in caves for special burials. They offered many chanting and songs during 

the wake and burial services of which relatives were notified of the death. Food and 

drinks were prepared for the wakes for days until the body had bad odor and then 

buried. During the burial ceremony, the deceased was praised in songs and the 

deceased would dwell in the heavens among the stars, moon and sun; and the 

deceased would return home and eat his favorite food that the family would prepare. 

An elaborate feast marked the end of burial services (Sanchez, p. 12). 

When the Spanish came to Guam, their Christian faith and practices dominated the 

Chamoru faith and practices in nature and gods. Spanish priests replaced the 

Chamorus makahana and kakahna, as well as the Spanish churches replaced the 

Chamoru sacred sites. Spanish bibles, rosaries, novenas and other religious articles 

were introduced to the Chamorus and even translated into the Chamoru language just 
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like the Historia Sagrada (Sacred History) | Antiguo yan | Nuevo Testamento (the Old 

and New Testament) so that the Chamorus will read and understand the Spanish 

Christian Bible and other Spanish religious articles. The Spanish fiestas and novenas 

in honor of saints replaced the Chamoru religious ceremonies for the spirits of the 

dead; the Spanish cemetery for burials replaced the ancient burials in caves or 

around/beneath family houses; and Spanish prayers, rosaries and songs replaced the 

Chamoru chants and songs. However, the Chamoru wake and burial services for days 

with food and drink, feasts and other rituals and religious practices were continued 

with the dominating Spanish faith and religious practices. 

When Guam became an American possession, the Americanization process of the 

Chamorus by the U.S. Naval governors, military officials and civilians began with 

domination and control like the Spanish. American names replaced the Chamoru 

names, like Guahan to Guam, Hagatna to Agana, Malesso to Merizo,; even Spanish 

names to American names, like Maria to Mary/Marie; and Antonio to Anthony. The 

American faith and practices dominated the Chamorus faith in nature and gods with 

ceremonial practices, even the Spanish faith and practices. The requirement of the 

usage of the English language dominated the Chamoru language whereby their 

language became the official language first over the local language; fines imposed on 

the usage of local language; English language as superior language and Chamoru 

language as inferior. 

From an American possession in 1898 to an Unincorporated Territory of the United 

States in 1950 for Guam, the Chamorus were not consulted nor given self- 

determination by the United States nor Spain. However, the Chamorus became U.S. 

citizens in 1950 through the Organic Act of Guam with democracy and the 

establishment of the three branches of the Government of Guam - Executive, 

Legislative and Judicial. Elective governorship began in 1970 replacing the appointed 

Governor of Guam. The Vatican Il in 1972 initiated changes in the Catholic Church  



dramatically which these changes are still undergoing for the good of the Chamoru 

faith and the Catholic Church. 

The plight of the Chamorus can be related to the plight of the Taos Pueblos of New 

Mexico in terms of the American domination and control. Chief Mountain Lake of the 

Taos Pueblos conversing with psychologist Carl Jung stated that the Americans want 

to stamp out his people's religion because they make it very difficult for his people to 

take their children away from school to teach their children about their religious and 

sacred rites. He doesn’t understand the American way of difficulties because their 

religion benefits anyone. Mountain Lake pointed to the sun and said, "We are a 

people who live on the roof the world; we are the sons of the Father and Sun; and 

with our religion we daily help our father to go across the sky. We do this not only 

for ourselves, but for the whole world. If we were to cease practicing our religion, 

in ten years, the sun would no longer rise. Then it would be night forever” (Tad 

Guzie, "The Book of Sacrament Basics”, p. 117-118). 

The Catholic Church and religion is very strong and influential in the lives of the 

modern Chamorus. Majority of the Chamorus are Catholics and minority of the 

Chamorus are Protestants or non-Catholics. The estimated number of Chamoru 

Catholics is 90% of the total population and 10% as Chamoru Protestants or non- 

Catholics. The beginnings of the Catholic Church were initiated by Padre Urdaneta 

and fellow Augustinian priests celebrated the first Catholic Mass and Christian 

services in Guam in 1565 under the Legazpi expedition. About a century later, San 

Vitores assistants with four Jesuit priests and brother and two lay assistants 

established the mission to the Marianas with 32 Spanish and Filipino soldiers under 

Captain Juan de Santa Cruz to protect the missionaries in 1668 (Sanchez, p. 31-35). 

This mission was the seed of Catholicism and Christianity for the Chamorus who 

readily accepted Padre San Victores’ Christianization because there were no 

institutionalized religion or priests, no conflicts or difficulties with these concepts of 
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God and Christians in terms of loving and sharing with each other; not governing the 

Chamorus but just converting them, and not interfering with the Chamorus’ internal 

affairs which the Spanish followed only during Padre San Vitores’ presence. Several 

Chamorus opposed Padre San Vitores” mission because of their resistance to change 

against Christianity in equal treatment with the manachang and special opportunities 

reserved for the matuas and atchaots,; by diminishing the influence of the kakahnas 

and suruhanos among the Chamorus resulting angers and bitterness against the 

mission; and by changing the Chamoru traditions and customs to comply with the 

new religion by attempting to abolish bachelor houses and stressing sacramental 

significance and not big feasts (Ibid, p. 36-38). 

Padre San Vitores established the first Catholic Church called Dulce Nombre de Maria 

at Agana in 1669 which Chief Quipuha donated the land for the church in support of 

the missionaries. Chief Matapang killed Padre San Vitores in 1672 due to baptizing 

his infant daughter without his permission but mainly to drive out the Spaniards with 

vengeance through Padre San Vitores’ death (Ibid, p. 36-41). However, the opposite 

effect happened because the Spaniards countered with revenge due to Padre San 

Vitores’ death, known as the peacemaker between the Chamorus and Spanish 

soldiers. They burned Chief Matapang’s house and deserted village, and lost in the 

battle against Matapang’s warriors in 1672. Despite Chief Matapang’s short victory 

against the Spaniards, the battles thereafter were won by the Spaniards against the 

Chamorus due to superior weapons (Ibid, p. 43). 

After Padre San Vitores’ death, the Spanish priests continued the works of Padre San 

Vitores and his missionaries by converting the Chamorus from nature-loving and free- 

spirited to Catholics. Most of the Chamorus became Catholics and therefore Catholic 

Churches were built in Spanish settlements, villages and districts throughout the 

island of Guam. The Chamorus were thereafter governed by Spanish military 

commanders as governors of Guam with the Spanish priests as spiritual leaders. The  



Spaniards colonized and dominated the Chamorus from Magellan’s encounter to 1898 

when Guam became a possession of the United States. 

The Americans continued the Spanish governance of military commanders being 

governors of Guam, and replaced the Spanish priests with American priests as 

spiritual leaders. They even introduced Protestantism and its missionaries to the 

Chamorus but only a few were converted. Most Americans were Protestants but the 

influences of the Spanish and American priests, especially the Chamorus’ belief in 

Catholicism were very strong as a majority to overcome. As a result, only a minority 

of the Chamorus became Protestants. The Americans colonized and dominated the 

Chamorus just like the Spaniards did without consulting the local people, or even 

giving Chamorus the opportunity of self-determination. 

In comparison, the Americans were more humane and democratic as benevolent 

colonizers than the Spanish colonizers. As a matter of fact, the Chamorus were then 

made U.S. citizens with three branches for the Government of Guam in 1950 through 

the Organic Act of Guam passed by the U.S. president and congress. Presently, the 

people of Guam still do not have a local constitution, including self-determination 

through the pending passage of the Commonwealth Act of Guam still in the hands of 

the U.S. president and congress. 

 



CHAPTER 7. SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A 
CHAMORU THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

The group individuals involved on the survey for a Chamoru theology are as follows: 

1) local pastors of local parishes and military chaplains, including deacons/deacon 

candidates and the Archbishop; (2) principals of Catholic elementary, middle and high 

schools; (3) Knights of Columbus, San Vitores Assembly #1555 and St. Jude Council 

#11233; (4) Chamoru Language Commission, Government of Guam; (5) CCD teachers 

and adult confirmation students of the St. Jude Parish in Sinajana, (6) individuals such 

as Guam Congressman Robert Underwood; and (7) the beloved Leon Guerrero family - 

Evelyn and daughters Tanya, Vicky and Mary Ann. 

The purpose of this survey is to seek pertinent and valuable comments and reflections 

from the aforementioned groups and individuals on constructing a Chamoru theology 

with Liberation context. Comments and reflections on whether or not (1) Chamoru 

theology is alright or appropriate for the faithful Chamorus; (2) Catholic/Christian 

theology be localized for the Chamorus; (3) Liberation theology applicable to Guam; 

(4) Chamoru family/clan important to Chamoru theology; (5) food important for the 

Chamoru community and theology; (6) traditions and rosaries for the dead important 

to Chamoru theology; (7) Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and 

American theologies; (8) Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the 

Chamorus by Spain and America; (9) Chamoru theology for the Chamoru community; 

and (10) Chamoru theology with liberation context (please refer to Appendix A for the 

actual survey on "Constructing a Chamoru theology with Liberation Context. "”) 

The intent on constructing a Chamoru theology is to make the present Guam 

Catholic/Christian theology more meaningful and relevant to the Chamorus of Guam 

with the utmost pastoral care and localization purposes. Other diverse theologies with 

the newly constructed Chamoru theology in Guam then can relate and unify under one 

God as People of God with theological diversities. An example of diversities with 
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unity is the 1994 Micronesian Games of Guam and its neighboring islands of diverse 

cultures and languages with unification for sports competition. If this unification can 

be done in sports despite diverse cultures and languages, the new Chamoru theology 

and other diverse theologies of ethnic diversities can unify for the Lord as People of 

God and Guam. 

Some interesting comments from the aforementioned group with my response are as 

follows: (1) Chamoru theology is only for the Chamorus and my response is that 

Chamoru theology is for Chamorus and non-Chamorus in Guam; (2) Chamoru theology 

promotes racism and discrimination among the people, and my response is that 

Chamoru theology promotes relevancy and significance among the Chamorus 

especially and even non-Chamorus; (3) Chamoru theology supports oppression of non- 

Chamorus, and my response is that Chamoru theology supports freedom and justice 

for Chamorus and non-Chamorus in Guam, (4) Chamoru theology favors revenge and 

revolutionary war, and my response is that Chamoru theology favors communal 

sharing and peace among the Chamorus and non-Chamorus; (5) Chamoru theology 

fosters segregation and nationalism, and my response is that Chamoru theology 

fosters unity of Chamorus and non-Chamorus as People of God and Guam, and (6) 

Liberation theology is against the Catholic Church, and my response is that Liberation 

theology is a special theology for the poor and oppressed people based on Jesus 

Christ the liberator of the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and 

sisterhood, liberation of history for one’s destiny, and desired social changes whereby 

this theology is very popular in Third World countries, and the Chamorus can relate 

to oppression from the Americans, Spanish and Japanese. 

These comments from the groups and individuals involved in the survey may be 

negative and misinterpretations against the Chamoru and Liberation theologies but 

very challenging and appropriate for clarity and constructive purposes. Congressman 

Robert Underwood clarifies and comments that a Chamoru theology would personalize 

and make more meaningful the Catholic faith. Although the faith is universal, it must 
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be meaningful in the context of the lives of the faithful and their day to day 

experience. We are all participants in the movement of people through time and 

space. In that consciousness, we see ourselves as members of groups which are in 

movement. It is important that our faith connects to that movement and is in support 

of that movement in positive directions. He further comments on Chamoru theology 

and Liberation that a theology which does not liberate is a theology which oppresses. 

It must either be on the side of the constant movement towards perfection and 

improvement or it must support the status quo. In this respect, the Church must be 

on the side of progress, of changes and of movement towards the betterment of 

oppressed people. The Church must paradoxically embrace a tradition of change. 

Congressman Underwood’s comments embrace my principles and purposes in 

constructing a Chamoru theology with Liberation context for the Chamorus and non- 

Chamorus as People of God. 

The adult confirmation class of St. Jude Parish in Sinajana are very supportive in my 

pastoral project of constructing a Chamoru theology because of the great need for the 

local people to have a local theology beneficial to Chamorus and non-Chamorus. As 

teacher of the adult confirmation class of St. Jude Parish, | prepare them in knowing 

and understanding the sacraments, Bible, ministries and Catholic/Chamoru theologies. 

The 1994 adult confirmation class confirmed in April 28 by Archbishop Apuron are 

as follows: 

NAME OF STUDENT CONFIRMATION NAME 

Glenn Siguenza Vincent 

Karl Pangelinan Jose 
Marsha Quintanilla Anne 

Jesse Tedtaotao James 

Steve Rivera Anthony 

Lawrence Limtiaco Vincent 

Raymond Tedtaotao Romeo 

Michael Torres Anthony 

Tanyalynn Naputi Romana 
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NAME OF STUDENT CONFIRMATION NAME 

10) Jesse Balajadia James 

11) Catherine Quintanilla Lourdes 

12) Gwen Villagomez Judith 

13) Angela Quintanilla Cecilia 

14) Michael Westfall Jeremiah 

15) Bernadette Muna Susanna 

16) Jesse Losongco Franklin 

17) Darlene Perez Cecilia 

These adult confirmation students do recognize the importance of having a Chamoru 

theology in relation to the Catholic/Christian theology and Chamoru culture, language 

and traditions in Guam. Their comments, suggestions and reflections that Chamoru 

theology must be relevant and meaningful to young adults and youths of Guam; 

Chamoru theology must include non-Chamorus,; Chamoru theology must be simple and 

practical for Chamorus,; and the Chamoru theology survey is simple but very deep in 

concepts and meanings for them to readily respond. These comments, suggestions 

and reflections are incorporated in the Chamoru theology for meaningful and 

participatory purposes. 

Another group involved in the survey is the Knights of Columbus of the San Vitores 

Assembly and St. Jude Council. As the Faithful Navigator of the Fourth Degree - San 

Vitores Assembly and organizer of the St. Jude Council, the Sir Knights and brother 

knights are part of my survey representing the laity (including my adult confirmation 

students and CCD teachers of St. Jude Parish, principals of Catholic elementary, 

middle and high schools, the Chamoru Language Commission, individuals and my 

family). Their comments, suggestions and reflections that Chamoru theology must 

be meaningful to the elders and church/fraternal/civicorganizations; Chamoru theology 

must include Catholic and Protestant theologies for Chamorus and non-Chamorus; and 

Chamoru theology must be traditional and dependable but not radical or revolutionary. 

These comments, suggestions and reflection are also embodied in the Chamoru 

theology for the People of God.  



Still another group involved in my survey is the Chamoru Language Commission, 

Government of Guam. Their comments, suggestions and reflections on Chamoru 

theology are that it must include the Chamoru culture, language and traditions for the 

Chamoru faithful. Chamoru theology must reflect the Chamoru community of its past, 

present and future; and Chamoru theology must be written in Chamoru for the 

Chamorus to read and understand. These comments, suggestions and reflections are 

part of the Chamoru theology for Chamorus and non-Chamorus. 

The last group involved in my survey is the CCD teachers of the St. Jude Parish. 

Their comments, suggestions and reflections on Chamoru theology are that it must 

reflect the Catholic Church teachings and God's word: Chamoru theology must have 

fellowship and brother/sisterhood; and Chamoru theology must be teachable and 

understandable for Chamorus and non-Chamorus. These comments, suggestions and 

reflections are also part of the Chamoru theology for the people of Guam. 

The archbishop and pastors of each parishes, military chaplains and deacons (deacon 

candidates) represents the clerics in a triangular relationship with the archbishop as 

the titular head, the priests on the left side and the deacons on the right side. Their 

comments, suggestions and reflections on Chamoru theology are that it is a God-given 

right and inculturated with faith; Chamoru theology must be specific and clear; 

Chamoru theology must be aware of the mixed cultures and ethnic groups in Guam 

with respect for the common goal of the people; and Chamoru theology with 

Liberation theology context must not be based with Marxism. These comments, 

suggestions and reflections on Chamoru theology are incorporated for the Chamoru 

and non-Chamoru faithful. 

The principals of Catholic elementary, middle and high school represents the Catholic 

educators and leaders as well as religious orders of sisters (Sisters of Mercy, Notre 

Dame Sisters and Dominican Sisters). Their comments, suggestions and reflections 

on Chamoru theology are that it has already begun with the translation of the Bible, 
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hymns, novenas, rosaries, etc. into Chamoru which must be encouraged and 

emphasized; Chamoru theology must have the youths and elders together to preserve 

Chamoru culture and values; Chamoru theology must be meaningful for Catholic 

educators and students, including religious orders of sisters/brothers; and chamoru 

theology must be relevant to Catholics and non-Catholics for salvational purposes. 

These comments, suggestions and reflections are part of the Chamoru theology for 

Catholics and non-Catholics. 

The results of the "Survey on constructing a Chamoru theology with Liberation 

context” are as follows: (1) Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 

Chamorus? A high majority or 84% of the respondents stated yes, 8% of the 

respondents stated no, and 8% of the respondents had no opinion; (2) Should 

Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the Chamorus? A mid-majority or 72% of 

the respondents stated yes, 24% of the respondents stated no, and 4% of the 

respondents had no opinion. (3) Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? A low 

majority or 54% of the respondents stated yes, 21% of the respondents stated no, 

and 25% of the respondents had no opinion. (4) Is the Chamoru family/clan important 

to Chamoru theology? A high majority or 96% of the respondents stated yes, and 4% 

of the respondents stated no. (5) Is food important for the Chamoru community and 

Chamorus theology? A high majority or 84% of the respondents stated yes, 12% of 

the respondents stated no, and 4% of the respondents had no opinion. 

As for question (6) Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to Chamoru 

theology? A high majority or 96% of the respondents stated yes, and 4% of the 

respondents stated no. (7) Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and 

American theologies? A low majority or 50% of the respondents stated yes, 27% of 

the respondents stated no, and 23% of the respondents had no opinion. (8) Is 

Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus by Spain and America? 

A high majority or 83% of the respondents stated yes, 13% of the respondents stated 

no, and 4% of the respondents had no opinion. 
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As for questions 9 & 10, the responses and reflections on a Chamoru theology for the 

Chamoru community and Chamoru theology with liberation context are part of the 

surveyed group’s comments, suggestions and reflections incorporated into the local 

theology for the people of Guam. 

The survey results are in summary as follows: 

TOTAL 

QUESTION RESPONDENTS YES NO NO OPINION 

(1) 25 (100%) 217 (4%) 2 (8%) 2 (8%) 

(2) 25 (100%) 18 (72%) 6 (24%) 1 (4%) 

(3) 24 (100%) 13(84%) 531%) 6 (25%) 
fabs 25 (100%) 24 (96%) 1 (4%) 

(5) 25 (100%) 21 (84%) 3 (12%) 1 (4%) 

(6) 24 (100%) 23 (96%) 1 (4%) 

(7) 22 (100%) 11 (50%) 6 (27%) 523%) 
(8) 23 (100%) 19 (83%) 3(13%) 1 (4%) 

Discussions on the survey questions and results are as follows: (1) A high majority 

of the respondents agree to have Chamoru theology for the faithful Chamorus, and 

so I must construct a Chamoru theology for the faithful Chamoru especially; (2) a mid- 

majority of respondents agreed that the Catholic/Christian theology must be localized 

for the Chamorus, and so | must localize the Catholic/Christian theology into a 

Chamoru theology, (3) a low majority of the respondents agree that liberation theology 

is applicable to Guam, and so | must construct Chamoru theology with liberation 

context because of its liberating effects and relevance to the people of Guam, (4) a 

high majority of the respondents agree that the Chamoru family/clan is important to 

Chamoru theology, and so | must construct a Chamoru theology based on the 

Chamoru family and clan; (5) a high majority of the respondents agree that food is 

important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru theology, and so | must 

construct a Chamoru theology based on food parties, fiestas and celebrations within 

the Chamoru community.  



As for questions #6, a high majority of the respondents agree that traditions and 

rosaries for the dead are important to Chamoru theology, and so | must construct a 

Chamoru theology based on the traditions and rosaries for the dead (I am experiencing 

these traditions and rosaries for my deceased mother-in-law, Isabel H. Salas, who died 

on Thursday, May 12, 1994 with nine (9) days of rosaries for the family, relatives and 

friends at the decease’s residence, at noon rosary and the 8:00 p.m. rosary for the 

general public at the church or decease’s residence); (7) a low majority of the 

respondents agree that Chamoru theology is being oppressed by Spanish and 

American theologies, and so | must construct a Chamoru theology with liberating 

concepts and purposes to overcome oppression by dominating theologies; (8) a high 

majority of the respondents agree that Chamoru theology is being affected by 

westernization of the Chamorus by Spain and America, and so | must construct a 

Chamoru theology authentic for the ancient and modern Chamorus, including the 

future Chamorus. Questions (9) and (10) are reflections on Chamoru theology with 

liberation context for the Chamoru community, and so | must construct this local 

theology with liberation context for the Chamorus and non-Chamorus. 

 



CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY OF THE CHAMORU 

THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

According to Schreiter, there are nine steps in constructing a local theology based on 

the gospel, church tradition and local culture. These steps are as follows: (1) to 

respond with patience, listening and dialoguing to the realities of previous theologies 

from the Spanish and Americana as obstacles and reminders of the Chamoru struggles 

and oppression to be removed in order to formulate a Chamoru theology, identified as 

the existing local theology, (2) to understand the opening of Chamoru culture through 

analysis of local theology by listening and finding its cultural values, needs, interests, 

directions and symbols with the need for culture change in a christological viewpoint 

by finding Christ within the Chamoru cultural root themes and the emergence of 

themes for local theology like the respect and preservation of the Chamoru culture for 

identity and christology, Chamoru culture in its importance of the dead through 

rosaries and many observances of All Soul's Day, cultural and social role of food as 

very important in the Chamoru community such as fiestas, novenas, baptismal parties, 

fandangos (weddings) and other important events and themes; (4) to understand the 

opening of Church tradition through analysis by reading of church texts in a positivism 

way, or reviewing the Chamoru Christian tradition whether it’s strong and sound as 

the traditional mannginge’ or kissing of the hands of the elders as a sign of respect 

and greetings. 

The fifth step is to see Christian tradition as a series of local theologies growing and 

responding to certain valid needs and experience of today’s local communities, or 

examine Chamoru tradition as series of local theologies responding to different cultural 

conditions with approaches for theology as variants on a sacred text thereby allowing 

the Chamoru culture and faith to dialogue with the church tradition in order to 

construct and maintain a Chamoru theology for the faithful Chamoru and non- 

Chamorus; (6) to encounter the themes with parallel local theologies, or examine the 

theologies from other communities which most parallel ours to reduce the problems 
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of paternalism, understand and strengthen the reality of Christ and fidelity in 

discipleship, and expand the history of Christian reflection that makes up the tradition, 

including meeting all five criteria for a genuine Chamoru theology (these five criteria 

are previously mentioned in the sixth step); (7) to examine the impact of church 

tradition on local theology whether it is positive or negative or both, genuine or false 

to the Chamoru theology and community, whereby the church tradition has monitoring 

effect on constructing a Chamoru theology; (8) to examine the impact of local 

theologies on church tradition whether it’s positive or negative or both, whereby the 

local theologies are necessary for the development of church tradition and they can 

remind us of parts of the tradition we have forgotten or have chosen to ignore, like 

the oppression and discrimination of the Chamoru people, language and tradition by 

the Spanish, Japanese and Americans; and (9) to examine the impact of local 

theologies upon the local culture whether it’s positive or negative or both in a 

dialectical cycle by discussing the response to the presence of Spirit and gospel in the 

community, and the presence of the oppressed and suffering Jesus Christ in the 

oppressed and suffering Chamoru people/community and culture. 

The Chamoru people and culture had three important eras: (1) pre-contact era or the 

ancient Chamoru time before Magellan’s contact; (2) Spanish/European contact era 

from 15217-1898; and (3) American contact era from 1898 to the present time, 

including the Japanese conquest of the Chamorus during World War Il. The ancient 

Chamorus of the pre-contact era were described as very tall, strong, healthy and light 

complexion, seafaring people from Malayo-Polynesian migrated to Guam for more than 

2,000 years before the birth of Christ. They were free-spirited, nature loving and 

sharing people with lots of rich history, heritage and culture. The Spanish/European 

contact era was described as Spanishizing, Europeanizing, colonizing and christianizing 

the Chamorus began during and after Magellan’s encounter. The Spanish dominated 

and oppressed the Chamoru people as well as the Chamoru language, culture and 

traditions. The American era is described as Americanizing, dominating, colonizing 

and democratizing (with capitalism and free enterprise) the Chamorus, including the 
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Japanizing, conquering and colonizing the Chamorus from December 8, 1941 to July 

21, 1944. The Americans and Japanese (for about three years) dominated and 

oppressed the Chamoru people as well as the Chamoru language, culture and 

traditions. 

Please note the significant acts for Guam like the Organic Act of Guam in 71950 

granting the Chamorus U.S. citizenship; the Elective Governorship Act of Guam in 

1970 granting the Chamorus to elect the Governor and Lt. Governor of Guam, and the 

pending Guam Commonwealth Act passed by the people of Guam but not yet passed 

by the U.S. Congress and President. 

The ancient Chamoru community had three classes of people: (1) matua as the top 

class with the Chiefs or Chamorus; (2) atchaot as the common class with mobility to 

the matua class by marriage or selection or recognized tradesmen, (3) manachang as 

the lowest class like slaves with no mobility but full of restrictions and taboos in their 

lives. The ancient Chamoru family was matrilineal (not patrilineal like the Spanish and 

Americans) whereby women had great control and influence on family matters. 

Families of blood relatives and non-relatives combined to make a class with its 

influence and control; clans combined to make a village; and villages combined to 

make a district. 

The ancient Chamoru community had no central government but a district council 

composed of the high chief, his wife, other minor chiefs and noble men and women 

to control the activities of one or more villages. They had a simple but strong 

economy; on farming, hunting, and fishing with productive and abundant field on land 

and sea with a prevalent barter system and trading among the Marianas Islands. They 

used latte stones for the foundations of houses and canoe sheds for the flying proas 

and the ground under the house was used for burials. The houses were constructed 

with trees as posts and frames, enclosed with woven coconut leaves or nipa leaves, 

assisted by families, relative and friend in its construction. 
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The Ancient Chamoru community traditions were simple, ceremonial and nature loving 

with the respective family, clan, village and district based on their matua, atchaot and 

manachang classes. Their traditions were indigenous, free spirited and not 

westernized by being communal and tribal in nature for the Chamorus which were 

passed from one generation to another for 2,000 years before Christ until the Spanish 

or Magellan encounter. The ancient Chamorus had numerals and calendars not 

presently used by the modern Chamoru but replaced by the American and Spanish 

numerals and calendars. Ancient Chamorus community myths were very unique, 

symbolic and mythic like the creation of the earth and universe by the Puntan God and 

his sister with the creation of mankind by Chaifi (god of the winds, waves and fires) 

at the Fua Rock on the shore of Fu’uana Bay of Umatac Village, Guam. 

Modern Chamorus have three classes of people (like the Americans): (1) high class 

of rich and/or powerful people; (2) middle class of common/majority people; and (3) 

low class of poor people (with mobilities for all classes to go up or down). The 

modern Chamoru family is more patrilineal due to the Spanish and American influences 

but with strong matrilineal ties due to the ancient Chamorus. Modern Chamoru 

families and class are more Americanized with strong influences of Spanish and some 

influences of ancient Chamorus. Modern Chamoru villages and districts are more like 

American towns and cities with strong influences of Spanish and some influences of 

ancient Chamorus. 

The modern Chamoru community has a central government called Government of 

Guam with three branches - Executive, Legislative and Judicial. The Governor of 

Guam called maga‘lahi is the head of the Executive Branch with his wife as the First 

Lady, the Lt. Governor, Director and Deputy Directors, Board and Commissions, and 

Executive Gov-Guam employees; the Speaker of the Guam Legislature is the head of 

the Legislative Branch with the Vice-Speaker, twenty-one Senators and Legislative 

employees; and the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court of Guam is the head of the 

Judicial Branch with the judges and court employees. Modern Chamoru community 
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has a complex and strong economy based on democracy and free enterprise. The 

tourism industry is the major industry and prime mover of the economy with the U.S. 

military as the second major industry which previously was the first and prime mover 

of Guam’s economy until the 1980°s. Modern Chamorus have U.S. monies or 

currencies for transactions to buy and sell local products but especially the American 

and foreign product of industrial countries which Guam is dependent on due to limited 

resources and industries. The houses in Guam are modern and mostly built with 

concrete to withstand the typhoons and comply with the building permit standards of 

155 miles per hour winds. However, there are still some substandard wooden houses 

with tin roofs throughout the island. 

Modern Chamoru community traditions are more westernized due to the Spanish and 

American dominant influences of colonialism with some ancient Chamoru traditions 

of clan and communal nature. However, these ancient traditions are gradually being 

replaced with American traditions similarly to the Chamoru numbers and months 

gradually and wholly replaced by American/Spanish numbers and months. These 

modern Chamoru traditions must be progressive but still indigenous, free-spirited and 

close to nature due to the ancient Chamorus being in tune to nature then they were 

in tune to God. Also, the modern Chamorus must be more mythic and symbol like the 

ancient Chamorus’ religious ceremonies and rituals. 

The Chamoru faith as a Catholic is very strong and fervent with utmost respect and 

association to the Catholic Church. Majority of the Chamorus are Catholics and some 

are Protestants or other faith. Chamoru theology must incorporate the Catholic faith 

even the Protestant and other faiths in Guam as an inclusive theology (not an 

exclusive theology) for the hope and salvation of all the people of Guam, Chamorus 

and non-Chamorus.  



CHAMORU SPIRIT: SHAPING THE CHAMORU COMMUNITY 

CHAMORU THEOLOGY/CULTURE 

7) Identify existing local theology 

as Chamoru theology dominated 

and oppressed by Spanish and 

American theologies. 

Analysis of Chamoru 

theology/culture as intermingled 

and mixed with Spanish and 

American theologies, by finding 

Christ within the Chamoru 

culture and bringing Christ to the 

local culture. 

Identification of Chamoru culture 

root themes, such as 

preservation of the Chamoru 

culture for identity and 

christological purposes; respect 

of the Chamoru culture and other 

cultures as People of God; 

Chamoru cultures for the dead 

through rosaries and many 

observances of All Soul's Day 

and others. 

CHAMORU CHRISTIAN TRADITION 

Review of Chamoru Christian 

tradition as communal and 

fellowship with Chamorus and 

non-Chamorus such as the 

traditional rosaries, fiestas, 

fandangos, manngi’nge, chinhule 

and others. 

Examine tradition as series of 

Chamoru theology as variants on 

a sacred text is more appropriate 

due to its strong oral tradition 

whereby commentaries, 

narratives and anthologies are 

the best form theology for 

Chamorus and non-Chamorus. 

Chamoru culture and faith must 

dialogue with the church 

tradition to maintain a genuine 

Chamoru theology. 

Examine theologies from other 

communities which most parallel 

ours such as the CNMI and other  



Examine impact of Chamoru 

Christian tradition on local 

theology which must have a 

genuine encounter with the 

Church tradition whereby the 

impact/encounter may be an 

affirmation of what's happening 

in the local church, or a recurring 

experience of the reality of Christ 

in the Chamoru community with 

the results of possible 

disciplining or rethinking of the 

local community. 

Examine impact of Chamoru 

theology on Church tradition as 

necessary for its development 

and the Chamoru theology can 

remind us of parts of the 

tradition we have forgotten or 

chose to ignore. The impact on 

Church traditions may be 

harmonious or disharmonious but 

Chamoru theology must dialogue 

authentically and harmoniously 

with the Catholic Church 

tradition in Guam and vice versa 

in order to construct a genuine 

Chamoru theology for Catholics 

and non-Catholics. 

(Continuation of #6) 

Pacific Islands’ theologies, including 

liberation theology, popular in Hispanic 

Third World countries. 

 



Examine impact of local theology 

on local culture as being positive 

or negative in a dialectical cycle 

to discuss the response and 

urgency of the Spirit and gospel 

in the Chamoru community. 

Chamoru theology’s impact on 

the Chamoru culture is best 

described as harmonious and 

positive for the oppressed 

Chamoru people and community 

in the presence of the oppressed 

Christ in the oppressed Chamoru 

culture. 

After completing the nine (9) steps, our newly constructed Chamoru theology is an 

inclusive local theology for the faith, love, hope and salvation for all the people of 

Guam, Chamorus and non-Chamorus, young and old, Catholics and non-Catholics, rich 

and poor, male and female, brothers and sisters in Christ. 

 



My theological reflections on the responses of the surveyed group and the 

overall pastoral project of "Constructing a Chamoru theology with Liberation Context” 

are as follows: (1) groups contribute pertinent suggestions or recommendations based 

on their work or experience in life; (2) pastors, deacons and others need to update, 

understand and reflect more on Chamoru and Liberation theologies for the sake of 

Chamorus and non-Chamorus; (3) principals stress that Chamoru theology has already 

begun for the Chamoru community, and the importance of the inculturation of the 

Gospel to Chamorus and non-Chamorus; (4) deacon and deacon candidate stress the 

importance of Chamoru theology to enhance our Catholic faith, and to better serve 

God and neighbor; (5) CCD teachers stress the importance of Chamoru language, 

including the fellowship, assimilation and ecclesiastical aspect of church; (6) adult 

confirmation students stress the importance of Chamoru culture, and integeration/ 

localization of our Catholic religion, truth and God; (7) brothers of the Knights of 

Columbus stress that Chamoru theology strengthens the cultural ties and beliefs 

within the Guam community; (8) Congressman Underwood, Guam historian and my 

beloved family stress the importance of liberation theology and Chamoru character for 

the poor and oppressed; (9) groups provide constructive criticisms against 

constructing Chamoru theology because it may foster segregation, divide the people 

of Guam, construct a theology for Chamorus only but these criticisms challenged me 

to be more accomodating, positive and inclusive; (10) groups support my pastoral 

project for the Chamorus and non-Chamorus, including learning the historical Chamoru 

culture, language traditions and beliefs in God within our modern community. 

At first contact with the surveyed groups, they were apprehensive and caution 

on my pastoral project until they understood my good intent and difficult task to 

construct a Chamoru theology originally for my family and then expanded for the 

people of Guam. Afterwards, they supported my pastoral project because it’s good 

for the Chamorus and non-Chamorus. | have learned a lot from the surveyed groups, 

and they have learned a lot from me and my pastoral project.  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU APPENDIX A 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology =- the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

x. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[J Yes [ }JiNo { ] No Opinion. Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[ J Yes [.] No { ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [ J »Yes {+}. No =} No Opinion 
Comment: 

  

  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [1 Yes {" }.-No {. ] No Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

S. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU APPENDIX B 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT | 

PASTOR 
by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guan. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it gtrions to have a Chamoru theology fpr the faithf 
Chamorus? [v] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

2. Should, Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? | v] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. 18 beration theology applicable to Guam? 
[ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

he Chamoru-family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food, irpoptany for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [Vv] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions d rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru t ogy? [ Vv] Yes { 3 No [-} No Opinion 
Comment: yr heed 2 Ae Let, A 1 

7. Is Chamoru theology being ie by Spanish and American 
theologies? ([¥] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology AfEacysg by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [Vv] Yes [+]. "No [ J No" Opinion 
Comment: 

9. What is yournreflection on a fhamgru theology, for ,the Chamoru 
Communi ty Peak Ronit ht raf dechly As 

10. | What is your overall reflection on a ,Chamoru OY | with 
TN Pt aif 307 

   



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT PASTOR 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context.' Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it a)¥right to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? | Yes [ ] No [ J} No Opinion Comment: 

  

2 Should atholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? | Yes [ J] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? AfedS SoME desoss cow 
{1} Yes { No [ ]J No Opinion Comment: "lb Thadosy oy Upvy MEAD (Ag S 

Is the Chamoru family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: Amsor,, rely 

/ 

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [4 Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? (°°) Yes [ 2) "No ('] No Opinion 
Comment: 4 us Tee, A) Cdus cued (4 [alk : ¢3Sa afials 1 Jet th 

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: _<4~o@ on r Acubt 5 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? No Opinion 
Comment: [ 

¥ 4 #1 sf 14 AEN J A AL Fb rs 
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10. What is your overall reflection on a “Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT PASTOR 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the f3icniul : 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes BA No [..] No Opinion Comment: 2 fia. sy. none -— oN arg 

1/1 ¥ f 

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be toanliaen for the 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes Cy] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 4) ~~ 4 A 

[ 1 Yes [XJ] No [ ] No Opinion comments AGC TT [ 
) EAs CX ign J 

4. Is the Chamoru. family/clan important Sr Chamoru théology? 
[ ] Yes 04 No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

  

5. Is food important for Fn Chamoru community and Chamoru 

( theology? [ 1 Yes [ J No No Opinion Comment: 
  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries Be the Seat important to 
Chamoru theology? [X] Yes “4 ; No, Opinion 
Comment: Cat ang (laine Bitehid Arne oF ad i, tL lf aS 

7. Is Chamoru theology being pbiss lad by Spanish and American 
theologies? of ] Yes [ ] No [¥] No Opinion $0 
Comment: Nos 0 leg | y fod Pla 30 Tye TO fat Jitetl ZF fda Aid 
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¢ 

8. Is Chamoru theology Affected by Gt of the ‘Chamorus 
by Spain _ and America? [, 1 Yes [.<]. Ng [ J No inten 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU PASTOR 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project “Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants’ of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to haye a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [ ] vo K1 No Opinion Comment: 

  

24 Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

[ ] Yes No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 
  

3. 71s ves $0 theology applicable to Guam? 

] 

Is the Chamoru family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

theology? [ ] Yes No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 
  

5. Is food ves of for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 

Chamoru theology? ] Yes [+ 21: No [ '] No Opinion 
6. Are the ort BA rosaries for the dead important to 

Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [{ 1 Yes A 2 NO [[ J] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT PASTOR 3 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero £96-722¢2(w) 977-7) 25/ 4) 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project 'Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? (4 Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2, Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [Y3 Yes ( J] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? rows doto wot hore 
[] Yes (KX) No [ ] No Opinion Comment: seullsr nuvi + ohdisased poole 

i vv 

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
( Yes [J] No. [ J No Opinion Comment: 

  

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? (vj Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? fv] Yes {~. } «No ["} No’ Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? (] Yes £3): NO [.7}. No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

2 
v 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT PRINCIPAL 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero cg4z-72.5. (0) y> 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master'’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? (v/] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? Vv] Yes [ J No ‘{ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
Ml:Yes { J No {:) No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
( Yes [ } No -{ ) No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food, important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? A Yes: { J’ No .[') No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [Vv] Yes [ 3 «No [ +3: No. . Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? (v] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: . 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [V] Yes [+ Y. -No ( ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the, Chamoyu 
community? 4 Hn | oe, nF 

NG frre i ih 
10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? yr, 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT PRINCIPAL 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [ Yes [ }] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should  Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [ Yes [ J No {[ } NO Opinion Comment: : 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
( Yes [ J} No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is tHe Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? | Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? (+1 Yes [+/+] 2# NO [{. 3 No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology ing oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ No. [ J No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [ ] Yes [v»] No [°] No. Opinion 
Comment: : ; 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 

community? 71t has already begun with translations of the Bible, 
hymns, etc. into the language. Encourage celebrations of the liturgy 
in Chamoru. Emphasize it on radio and classrooms. 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 

liberation context? I think that the young should get together with 
the elders so that they won't loose our culture values. As to 
liberation theology; the young must be taught well to preserve 
respect and values, then they can truly experience liberation/freedom 
of Catholicism. 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT DEACON 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

x. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? (/] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for th 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: : 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[+] Yes“ [] No .[ '} No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[vl] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5s Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [ ] Yes [¥] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [/) Yes [3 No [7] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [ } Yes (1 No { ] No Opinion 
Comment: :   

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

IT With EAMNONCE OF BEF75E ANDES of Fase 
CRIP L re Fa 7) 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU DEACON CANDIDATE 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT RECEIVED MAY 2-3 wet 

~/) A 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 

Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods| College, I need your 

comments and reflections on my pastoral prgject ''Constructing a 

Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." | Your cooperation in 

completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 

back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 

needed. 

Chamoru Theology =- the study of the naturel of Ged and religion 

truth localized for the indigenous or descepdants of Chamorus in 

Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or|process of liberation 

for the poor and oppressed people through libgration of history for 

one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 

the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 

with the circumstances surrounding the eventi of liberation. 

3 Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 

Chamorus? (x) Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 
  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology Re localized for the 

Chamorus? (X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinien Comment: 
  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 

[X] Yes { }] No [ ] No Opinion Commeng: 
  

4. Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to| Chamoru theology? 

[xX] Yes { ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment 
  

5, Is food important for the Chamoru ¢ommunity and Chamoru 

theology? ([X] Yes [ ] No ( ] No Opinion Cpmment: 
  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 

Chamoru theology? (X11 Yes [ 1 'N§ { } Ne Opinion 

Comment: a 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 

theologies? [ ] Yes (X] No [ ] No Opinion 

Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by western}jzation of the Chamorus 

by Spain and America? (X] Yes [ 1] | No ( ] No Opinion 

Comment: i 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru tljeology for the Chamoru 

community? 
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10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 

liberation context? 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT CCD TEACHER 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1 Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for 12 Jap nen 
Chamorus? [X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: Detcu, 

  

Chamorus? [X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: Ao 
  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be 1locali Sr +r 

2D Al 
/ 

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[ J] Yes [ 1 No] No Opinion Comment: : 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
Yes { 1 No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [ ] Yes [X} No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the ays oe rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? ( J Yes [+,) «HN ( No Opini 
Comment: 5¢ ZL ts Qa. (UY eae | Dert- ot Ye Chnony ih re. 

oh : gd 
7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [x] %es [ ] N ] No Opinion 
Comment: ¥ There (9 ox Chl Da Hee (udigenecus 

Cu lee ne aad Fe relcg tor, . 
8. Is Chamoru theology affected by we€sternization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? LX] Yes Yi No (- },No Opinion 
Comment: J luesteru [A ce a Ne ha pet, pa [ns { 
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9. What is your; reflecti n Chamoru theology fer, the Chamoru 
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10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? . : - [ 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU | 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT CCD TEACHER 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project 'Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Ne 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [x] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[ ] Yes [ ] No §Z] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[fq Yes [ ] No [ 1 No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [XK Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [1 Yes oo No [ ©] No Opinion 
Comment: ime Zp 7s WORD )S Mowe DpaetraT 

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [X] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [><] Yes [ 1 No [ J No Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 7 Nk 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? T THiW. THA we stove low eve PAST, 

BIT, Ts ogee MP TAOT T° HAVE Feowsth'n 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU er 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT CCD TEACHER 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project 'Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [V] Yes [1] No {.) No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for th 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes | No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
( Yes [ 1 No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
( Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [ V] Yes [a] No 0. }: No "Opinion 
Comment: 
  

yo Is Chigmory theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? | 
Comment: 

J Yes [+ }) No -{ } No Opinion 

  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [V] Yes { *F No [.] No. Opinion 
Comment: fi 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
conmnity? Fb bunk do Hn Yen ideo ( mass") He ay 
LE ro an Ap 1950's [/ 760s. 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU CCD TEACHER 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project “Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes x No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Cathoije/Christian theology be localized for th 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes No [ ] No Opinion Comment: : 

  

3: Is Yes TR theology applicable to Guam? 
[ ] Yes No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is foo important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the ei rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? Yes f1 ‘No [0 }] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? OA Yes. [ J No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? DA Yes [+] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 

|   

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 

ne toleaol Dhamara Treoloay needs io pe Oefined yore Oka ly. 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context: 

What \cbevalion ave go takin abot 7 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT CCD TEACHER 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guan. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have, a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [ ] No [X] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? { } Yes '{ J] No. | No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
(1 Yes [ J] NO. { ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[(X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is foo important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? J Yes [ J No [ J] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? {XT Yes {+7 No {:~T No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No XT No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [X'] Yes [+] “No [ J No Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT ADULT CONFIRMATION 

STUDENT 
by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [vf Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: er 3m 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for th 
Chamorus? [Yes ( ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: ps ll 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[ Yes [ ] No { '} NO Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: —_— 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? iL] Yes ( J] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions a rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [ Yes [3+ No [ ©} No opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology Spree by westernization of the Chamorus 

] by Spain and America? [ Yes [ 33. NO { .'}] No Opinion 
Comment : :   

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 2 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT A eo iariON 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master'’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

xX, Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [X] Yes [{ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes ([X] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
{X] Yes. 1 J} No { }] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[x] Yes [ ] No .[.] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [x] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6, Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [x ] Yes [+ J ‘No (©. } "No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [IX] No | ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [ X] Yes {+3 No [+] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU : 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT A Ty 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guan. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [xX] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[ J Yes [ J No Dd No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
}] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? f«<] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6, Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? >}: Yes [7 ‘F . No [J No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [X] Yes. [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [(X].: Yes [4d NO [ +] No. Opinion 
Comment: 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
itv? ; 
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r overal 10. What is you reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU VTE" 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT GRRE 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guan. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [|] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [{] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. 1s fliberation theology applicable to Guam? 
J ( Yes. [ ] No. [ ) No Opinion’ Comment: 

  

4. Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5 Is food/ important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [4 Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions a rosaries for the de important to 
Chamoru theology? Yes [ +} “No [ No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru, theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? | Yes. [ J No [ } No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affecfed by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? (#&] Yes (v1 No [~} No Opinion 
Comment: : 

9. What is your reflection .on a Chamoru eolog r. the Chamoru 
community? Ca QO Gon fog CREEPS Lofilkon JURE TC gine on Bien 0 id OR 0D) 
10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
tier gonteyts g\\ 4 LC! nN (ROK A Qo) ™ nn Tou at AMOR 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU .__ _ : 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT XNIGHT OF COLUMBUS 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

is Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? (y] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should atholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? Yes [ ] No [ } No Opinion Comment: : 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[ Yes [ J No {[ } No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is e Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
( Yes { 1 'No [ } No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food dmportant for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [| Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions apd’ rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? (v«"] Yes [°F No [ J .No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology ing oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [+1 Yes [3 No [«+—No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? ste ec, AAHROUE) CERERLL SED) 00M 

AL ASSES IN Croduy Sr. CAtarORO CCR7AOAS 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? fA, py cl Kp eT ox ’S FRE 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU : 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT KNIGHT OF COLUMBUS 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? P<" Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: ————— 

  

2 Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [> No [ ] No Opinion Comment: ———— 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
{ J Yes { } No No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
DJ Yes [ ] No [ ]) No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [<I Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [><T i Yes [2] NO [ 2} No. Opinion 
Comment: eT 

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [ ] No #<J No Opinion 
Comment: r— mmm 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [YY] Yes [ F No [ } No Opinion 
Comment: N—— : 

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
commun Nl Z. = fol fis ges To il 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU : 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT KNIGHT OF COLUMBUS 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for _t faithful .o 
Chamorus? (4 Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: roe LESS Zr os 

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be 1002) 1esd OF aS Lords 2 . . 3 CG a g Ia Chamorus? £<J] Yes [ ] No [ ] No a Ties: phe 

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
f JY Yes [1 No [XJ No opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru Sneolooy ’ 
BN Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: Jo Keep cep J’ “wl Jewrz 

5. Is food important for the Chamoru communit an Chamoru 
® ayy As theology? [ ] Yes [> No [ ] No Opinion Comment:ZZ 5S fas Gerais 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the; dead important to 
Chamoru theology? (\] Yes Lo), No gd. [ +) No Opinio 
Comment: Definite) LSE SHR ra, ALES, Fides pins etn a 

5 Te Sr Te > 2 (EA Tctilr€S pSNY [hes TP Orda © FRA 2c 5 

7. Is Chamoru theolody being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? Yes No No Opinion : 

Contes: = From Ze" Lor oy LT? xz fel ed aH 

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [ Yes [4 No [ ] No. Opinion 
Comment : = vrs Yh. wl ss. . 

9. What is your reflection on a Chamor Snell iS the Chamoru 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU i 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT KNIGHT OF COLUMBUS 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? (V] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2 Should ,Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? (X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
(Vv) Yes [.) No .[“] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
[(/] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? (1 J Yes [ J] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions d rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [V/] Yes (<1 "No [: }. iNo Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ }J Yes. [| }] No {-T No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [ Yes {+} NO [+ } No: Opinion 
Comment: i 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? / 

—~CE4//Y ELLY 

10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context?  



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT KNIGHT OF COLUMBUS 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful : 
Chamorus? [X] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment:/4s ¢ =F Ixy 

lv ACCoeP w/iTh  FAe {A 7 
2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localize or the 
Chamorus? [ ] Yes [x] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: fy Shoe, be She 

1 preresd here fron Tie (e474 shared by Charoras 020  puet | 
3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? a 

[ ] Yes [Xx] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: would creste a dry sie € 
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Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
(Xd Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment :7%.s 7S slowly dsstgpesniey 

  

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [%] Yes [ J No [ ] No Opinion Comment:a./ Urper TAT 3 

CaltaRAL DyrreasS(, 
6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead importardtt WES =} 
Chamoru theology? [wv] Yes (&] No [ .]. No Opinion 
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7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes [x] No [ ] No Opinion 
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8. Is Chamoru ty Eriol by westernization of the chamorus 
by Spain and America? [X] Yes [FJ No [1] Bo. Opinion 

Comment: gy fere co lse ac olf The Chivstrsee values bave Cire pert 

  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? veo frre, or Carc any ps5 Services mw Amory sof FEE 
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10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 
liberation context? 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrera 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in Pastoral Theclogy at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if needed. 

Chamoru Theolegy =~ the study of the nature of God and. religion truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context — the practice or process of liberation for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for one’s destiny, desired sacial changes, and Christ the liberator of the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful Chamorus? [Xx] Yes [ J] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 
  

Zz. Should cCatholic/Christian theology be localized for the Chamorus? [™ Yes [ ] No ( ) No Opinion Comment: 
  

3. Is liberation theology applicable tc Guam? 
( 1 Yes (¥] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

4. Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
(#) Yes [ ] No [ ) No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru theology? [W Yes | ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 
  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to Chamoru theology? [) Yes { “J 'No [-'] No Opinion Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American theologies? | Yes ( } No [ ) No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

£. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [A] Yes fF No [ 1] No opinion Comment: 

ais Ge g. 1 think that a Chamorro theology would personalize and make more 
meaningful the Catholic faith. Although the faith is universal, it 
must he meaningful in the context of the lives of the faithful and 
their day to day experience. We are all participants in the movement of people through time and space. In that consciousness, 
we see ourselves as membera of groups which are in movement. It is 
important that our faith connects to that movement and is in 
support of that movement in positive directions. : — /0. Cg a which does er Rt. is a theology which oppraesses. It must either be on the side of the constant movement towards 

pexfection and improvement or it must support the status quo. In this respect, the Church muet be on the side of progress, of ghange and of movement towards the betterment of oppressed peoples. The Church must paradoxically embrace a tradition of change. 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 2 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CoNTExT CuaM HISTO 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [i] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? (v] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
[(\V] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
(Vv Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [ ] Yes [ ] No [+] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? [ Yes [. J "No [ ')} No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [ ] Yes (1 No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [ Yes [{ 4}% No { ©] No Opinion 
Comment: :   

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 
community? en Hf / eS (Af acl) 

What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology with 10. 
liberation context? <r. gtfpeluT Test |  



9. There has always been a Chamorro theology, especially so prior 
to the colonization of the Marianas in the 17th century. Our 
Chamorro ancestors believed in an after-life and the existence of 
a paradise and a hell. In other words, spirituality was part of 

Chamorro existence. 

10. Theology as a liberating factor has always been a part of 

the Chamorro character. This explains the general acceptance of 

collective responsibility, the authority of clans, and the 

maintenance of the extended family system. These aspects help to 

prevent or minimize social disintegration. 

 



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU WIFE 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context."  vour cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - 
truth localized for 
Guam. 

the study of the nature of God and religion 
the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [Vv] Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2, Sicaly (Cagholid/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? (v] Yes [ ] No ( ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is linreration theology applicable to Guam? 
[“} Yes { }] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
(vj Yes . { 1 No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food, important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? [ Yes [ ] No {}) No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the Fradicions 2d rosaries for the dead important to 
] Chamoru theology? ( Yes fea) No { F No Opinion 

Comment: 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? ([/ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [v] Yes [3 No {0} No Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 

ti Sart as Sl utils, 7 Eh nev ban, 0 ven Ce iy Ginn taind hath fo Sully; 50 
J. What i ur overall reflection on a ‘Chamoru theology with 
lberatiop context? 

ren  



 



SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT DAUGHTER 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I need your 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? ng Yes { ] No '[ J No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should A Catholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? (vj Yes [J] No { } No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
Wf Yes {.] No [ }] No Opinion Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
( Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? (vf Yes [ ] No ( ] No Opinion Comment: 

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? (VV) Yes ( No: «[ ")} No. Opinion 
Comment: becansc of {a {le cooe/ (eso te Clq brie Lonihy © 

  

7» Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? (vf Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? [vf Yes {-} No [ } Bo ‘Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

BH 
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SURVEY ON CONSTRUCTING A CHAMORU 
THEOLOGY WITH LIBERATION CONTEXT DAUGHTER 

by: Anthony C. Leon Guerrero 

As a Deacon candidate and near completion of my Master’s Degree in 
Pastoral Theology at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, 
comments and reflections on my pastoral project "Constructing a 
Chamoru Theology with Liberation Context." Your cooperation in 
completing this survey will be greatly appreciated. Please use the 
back side of this paper for additional comments or reflection if 
needed. 

I need your 

Chamoru Theology - the study of the nature of God and religion 
truth localized for the indigenous or descendants of Chamorus in 
Guam. 

Liberation Theology Context - the practice or process of liberation 
for the poor and oppressed people through liberation of history for 
one’s destiny, desired social changes, and Christ ‘the liberator of 
the human race from sin with unity of brotherhood and sisterhood 
with the circumstances surrounding the event of liberation. 

1. Is it alright to have a Chamoru theology for the faithful 
Chamorus? [ Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

2. Should atholic/Christian theology be localized for the 
Chamorus? (J Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

3. Is liberation theology applicable to Guam? 
( Yes [2] No [.} No Opinion . Comment: 

  

Is the Chamoru. family/clan important to Chamoru theology? 
(#4 Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

5. Is food important for the Chamoru community and Chamoru 
theology? (Af Yes [ ] No [ ] No Opinion Comment: 

  

6. Are the traditions and rosaries for the dead important to 
Chamoru theology? (3 Yes [“#4} No wl. Jo: No Opinion 
Comment: : 
  

7. Is Chamoru theology being oppressed by Spanish and American 
theologies? [| Yes [wf No [°} No Opinion 
Comment: 
  

8. Is Chamoru theology affected by westernization of the Chamorus 
by Spain and America? ( A Yes [43 No [ "3. No Opinion 
Comment: ; 
  

9. What is your reflection on a Chamoru theology for the Chamoru 

ocd To Aave Living Hr) for the ( 
/] : 

Ww 

community? Tts ) 
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10. What is your overall reflection on a Chamoru theology larozis)- 
liberation context? 
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